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Abstract:  

While innovation is a broadly researched phenomenon, the Unanticipated and undesirable 

consequences of innovations are widely ignored. It is hardly debatable, that innovation today 

has a significant role for continuation in businesses. It is therefore strange that such an 

important aspect is unknown to both research and practitioners. This thesis therefore aims to 

shed light on the phenomenon, and study what these consequences are.  

 

By purposeful sampling of the whole target population of researches, studying unanticipated 

and undesirable consequences of technological innovation within management research, this 

research gathers cases to find which stakeholders are affected by these consequences, and what 

the consequences are. The studies were searched from the database Web of Science, by using 

the search word Technolog*. A total of 26 relevant articles were found. 

 

This thesis is part of a research project at Hanken School of Economics, which is led by Karl-

Erik Sveiby. By both contributing to the project, building a database of cases with unanticipated 

and undesirable consequences of innovation, and to research with a descriptive model of the 

phenomenon, this thesis builds on the knowledge of innovation. 

 

Through the analysis of the articles, a causal network was constructed, that present 

technologies that have changed through innovation, stakeholders who have experienced 

undesirable consequences, and unanticipated and undesirable consequences explained with 

limiting factors by Merton (1936). 10 themes of technologies, six themes of stakeholders and 

five themes of consequences was identified. 

 

Keywords: Technological innovation, innovation, Unanticipated consequences, Undesirable 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Innovation is a phenomenon which has been widely researched during the last century. 

Some even suggest, that it is becoming a whole new field of research (Fagerberg & 

Verspagen, 2009; Fagerberg, Landström and Martin, 2012; Godin, 2012). Innovation is such 

a relevant phenomenon today that researchers are encouraging companies to innovate more 

and implement innovation as a core value into the organization (Muller, Välikangas & 

Merlyn, 2005). Without innovation as an important aspect of the organization, you risk 

falling behind the market in these fast-moving times. As researchers and professionals see 

innovation as a necessity, the assumptions are that innovation leads to something good and 

improved. The title of this thesis can therefore seem somewhat strange. How can something 

that improves on the previous be bad? 

Innovating fast, making new things and going forward with technological advances can lead 

to some unexpected events. An example, found in the Finnish news media, shows protesters 

expressing discontent with new policies while referring to innovations (Jokinen, 2015). Even 

more examples have been brought together by Edward Tenner (1997) who wrote a book 

about innovations that initially seemed positive, but later led to unanticipated undesirable 

consequences. In the book, he wrote about several cases from several fields showing that 

innovation is not always leading to only desirable outcomes. Within the field of technology, 

there even exists dire consequences. Tenner (1997) describes innovative methods in surgery 

having unforeseen complications, and air-cooling technology in bigger cities raising the 

temperature of the city streets. Earlier work in innovation has also tried to explain these 

negative consequences, and how they might occur. Everett M. Rogers (1983) raised points 

about negative outcomes while researching diffusion of innovations. Unanticipated 

consequences leading to positive outcomes are, of course, no problem for either the 

stakeholder or the innovator of the innovation. Negative outcomes, for any stakeholder, are 

on the other hand not good for the stakeholders and perhaps also for the innovator. 

If the innovations are turning out to have negative unanticipated consequences, the 

phenomenon would be researched? As it turns out, the negative effects and consequences 

are mostly neglected within research. Rogers (1983) found that only 0.2% of research 

address consequences of innovation. More recent research by Karl-Erik Sveiby, Pernilla 

Gripenberg and Beata Segercrantz (2012) has found evidence of the same trend with 0.1% 

of articles focusing on unanticipated consequences of innovation. With the field getting 
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bigger, but the negative unanticipated effects and consequences more ignored, this thesis 

will shed light on the parts left in the dark and develop the understanding of consequences 

of innovation within technology. 

1.1 Purpose and research questions 

The aim of this thesis is to define what unanticipated and undesirable consequences of 

innovations in technology are and to find out how innovation within the technologies affect 

stakeholders negatively. This aim gives the following two research questions; 

1. Who benefit from these innovation(s) within the technologies, and who do not 

benefit from them?  

2. What are the negative consequences to the stakeholders? 

Since research in these phenomena has been scarce this thesis will expand the knowledge 

base of innovation research. Therefore, the purpose of the thesis is to develop a descriptive 

model for categorizing unanticipated and undesirable effects and consequences for 

stakeholders of technological innovation.  

1.2 Definitions 

This part will give definitions of central concepts of this thesis. These are: Innovation, 

unanticipated consequences and undesirable consequences. 

Innovation can be defined in several ways differing on how you see innovation. Rogers 

defines the phenomenon trough the perspective of the perceiver. “An innovation is an idea, 

practice, or object that is perceived as new by an individual or other unit of adoption.” 

(Rogers, 1983, p.11). Innovation, through this perspective, is therefore everything new to the 

individual, even though it could be copied from something already existing outside the 

knowledge of the perceiver. Another view on innovation is the view of originality, an 

innovation is only something done for the very first time, everything else is imitation. Benoît 

Godin (2013) concluded in his paper that current research is making a contrast between 

innovation and imitation. “Imitation is not innovation but rather an undesirable way of 

deriving profit from an innovation developed by another firm.” (Godin, 2013). This 

definition considers the time reference where the first mover is the innovator and others 

following the first are only mere imitators. Of these two views, the first would be the better 

what Godin also concluded. It takes competition and the individual’s point of view into 
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consideration where an individual is restricted to his point of view (Godin, 2013). 

Competition also encourages innovators to continue innovating (Godin, 2013). However, 

this thesis will be based on articles found through a method considering innovation, which 

leaves the definition of the word to the authors of the articles. For the purposes of this thesis, 

the view of Rogers is more beneficial to adopt as it does not limit the phenomenon as much. 

The field is more open to be studied where the innovations, originals or imitations, are equal. 

More questions can be answered when there are less restrictions. 

Unanticipated Consequences are consequences which an agent have not foreseen of a 

performed action. The concept was originally coined by Robert K. Merton (1936) in his paper 

Unanticipated Consequences of Purposive Social Action. He explains the phrase not 

needing any clarification as it is “in a measure self-explanatory” (Merton, 1936), he however 

expressed the consequences should not necessarily be identified as undesirable. The 

unanticipated consequences could therefore either be desirable or undesirable, depending 

on the outcomes of the consequences. The consequences can further be differentiated into 

consequences to the actor and consequences to other persons (Merton, 1936).  

Undesirable consequences are the consequences which are not wanted by either the agent 

or the stakeholders. The undesirable consequences can also be unwanted by both parties. In 

research and in practice, the term “unintended consequences” have been used in this 

meaning (de Zwart, 2015). In this thesis, the term unanticipated and undesirable 

consequences will be used when describing consequences which are unforeseen by the agent 

and unbeneficial or harmful to the stakeholders. 

1.3 Limitations 

The thesis will be limited to consequences of innovation within management articles on 

technology research. The subject of interest is on unintended and unanticipated 

consequences of other actors, not on consequences to the actor of the innovation. 

This thesis is also only researching the unanticipated undesirable consequences. If the 

unanticipated consequences later lead to new positive outcomes, as shown by Tenner (1997), 

these developments are outside the scope of this thesis. Cases having unanticipated 

undesirable consequences are within the scopes, but the later events will not be researched. 

More in-depth limitations about the research method will be discussed in the methodology 

chapter since this research is part of a bigger project within innovation research. In short, 
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only articles found in the database Web of Science between the years 2009 and 2015 will be 

studied. 

1.4 Structure of the thesis 

The thesis begins with the introduction to the field of study by going through the purpose, 

research question, definitions and limitations in chapter 1. Following, is the chapter of the 

theoretical framework where previous research within the field of innovation and 

Unanticipated and Undesirable consequences of innovation is studied. Emphasis is put on 

the sociology theoreticians Merton (1936) and Giddens (1984), to gain a better 

understanding of the impact on a society and an organization in the relevant context. The 

next chapter, chapter 3, describes the methodology of the thesis and how the study is 

conducted. Chapter 4 is a descriptive analysis of the content of the articles found by the 

method described in chapter 3. After an analysis of each article, a model is constructed 

through the data found within the cases that describes the unanticipated and undesirable 

consequences, that can be found from technological innovation within management 

research. The thesis is finally concluded in chapter 5 with a summary of the findings of this 

thesis. The model is discussed, how it impacts and fits the current understandings of 

innovation. Suggestions for further research is given and the thesis concludes with final 

thoughts and discussion on innovation in subchapter 4.4. 
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCE 

The anticipation of new technology is to improve on the old. Van de Ven (1986) identified 

the positive bias toward innovation explaining it is viewed as good since the new innovation 

needs to be useful. If it is not useful, does not solve a problem or turn out profitable, the 

ideas would be called mistakes. While most consequences of implemented innovations are 

positive in nature, as it would be what is expected, some consequences can be bad. Of the 

negative consequences, some are anticipated, and some are not anticipated. These 

unanticipated consequences are to be studied in this paper. Tenner (1997) has studied many 

areas in which unanticipated consequences have emerged. In his book Why things bite back 

he presents cases where the unanticipated consequences of new innovations have emerged. 

For unanticipated consequences Tenner (1997, p.7) used the noun “revenge effects” instead 

of “unanticipated” while explaining the unanticipated undesirable consequences of 

innovations in the areas he studied. To explain the unanticipated consequences, a deeper 

framework is needed for proper analysis of cases.  

Before going closer into the framework, the question why are consequences largely ignored 

in innovation research will be answered. Merton (1936) concludes in his paper that there is 

a need to “…direct attention toward the need for a systematic and objective study of the 

elements involved in the development of unanticipated consequences of purposive social 

action…”. In the field of sociology, the unintended consequences have often been referred to 

(Baert, 1991). But, in management research and from the change agents themselves, the 

consequences have received very little attention (Rogers, 1983). Everett Rogers explains the 

lack of research with three main reasons: Innovation is often assumed to have only positive 

consequences, the research methods are inappropriate for the investigation of innovation 

consequences, and the consequences are difficult to measure. The first reason Rogers has 

dubbed pro-innovation bias (Rogers, 1983), a similar reason van de Ven (1986) suggested 

when explaining that innovation needs to improve on the old for it to be useful. Godin’s 

(2013) research further finds that few researchers “…stop to examine what innovation 

means, starting rather with their preferred definition.”, which also shows signs of ignorance. 

To address these shortcomings of research, this chapter draws a theoretical background for 

studying the unanticipated consequences of innovation within technology. First, dimensions 

of consequences are studied as suggested by Rogers (1983). Then Merton’s Theory of 

sociology and Giddens’ Theory of Structuration are presented followed by a discussion of the 
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two theories, how they relate to each other and how they are used in this study. A discussion 

is also had on whether one should use unintended or unanticipated while talking about the 

researched phenomenon in use and why the two has been used interchangeably in research. 

Finally, before the summary, stakeholder theory is given attention to understand who might 

be affected by the consequences of the innovations. Then, the chapter concludes with a 

summary tying everything together. 

2.1 Classifying consequences of innovation 

To begin researching consequences of innovation, Rogers (1983, p.379) suggests starting 

with classification of different consequences. He identified three dimensions in which he 

classifies consequences to better understand and research them. These are Desirable versus 

undesirable, direct versus indirect, and anticipated versus unanticipated (Rogers, 1983, 

p.380).  

The first dimension, desirable versus undesirable, classifies innovations either useful or not 

useful. Rogers talks about functional and dysfunctional consequences (Rogers, 1983, p.380), 

where the functional consequences are those desirable by the agent or the adopters and the 

dysfunctional consequences are the unwanted consequences. Rogers notes the degree to 

whether the consequences are desirable, or undesirable, depends on how they affect the 

members of the system (more on “the system” in the following chapters). Most innovations 

have both desirable and undesirable consequences. Rogers argues that innovators generally 

want to avoid the undesirable consequences and only cause desirable consequences to 

everyone involved (1983, p.382). The second dimension, direct versus indirect 

consequences, takes time into consideration where direct consequences are the immediate 

consequences after introducing the innovation and the indirect consequences are those that 

occur from the direct consequences (Rogers, 1983, p.385). The indirect consequences can 

further occur in many generations. Both the direct and the indirect consequences can be 

either desirable or undesirable. Finally, the last dimension, anticipated versus 

unanticipated, considers whether the innovator has recognized and intended the 

consequences or not (Rogers, 183, p.387). Anticipated consequences are those the innovator 

intends and has recognized before diffusing the innovation. Unanticipated consequences are 

those the innovator has not recognized before diffusing the innovation. The unanticipated 

consequences usually come to the knowledge of the innovator after the innovation is widely 

spread (if at all) (Rogers, 1983, p.388). 
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2.2 Understanding the sociological background of consequences 

The structuration theory by Anthony Giddens (1984) is studied first to understand how 

consequences are perceived within the society. The theory gives a foundation with important 

concepts that enables the study of consequences of actions performed by agents.  Next, the 

theory of sociology by Robert Merton (1936) gives light to some explanations why 

unanticipated consequences occur. In his article Unanticipated Consequences of Purposive 

Social Action, he attempts to explain how actions by an agent or agents result in 

unanticipated consequences. Together the views of these two sociologists deepen the 

framework and aids in understanding unanticipated undesirable consequences. 

Disagreements between the two will conclude the subchapter 2.2. 

2.2.1 Giddens’ theory of structuration 

The theory of structuration by Anthony Giddens is an attempt to put social practices ordered 

across space and time (Spiegel, 2004, p.119). Giddens argumentation goes “The basic 

domain study of the social sciences, according to the theory of structuration, is neither the 

experience of the individual actor, nor the existence of any form of societal totality, but social 

practices ordered across space and time.” (Giddens, 1984, p.2). The practices bound by space 

and time are therefore single events which can be studied and traced to the actor making the 

practices. The elements of the theory of structuration therefore give a ground to study how 

Giddens sees human social action as recursive expressions of actors (Spiegel, 2004, p.121). 

This study does not concern the human experience of the actions per se, rather the outcomes 

of the actions. The following paragraphs will study the theory through all its elements 

starting with the agent and agency, followed by agency and power, structure and 

structuration, and finally the duality of structure. A conclusion will discuss the theory and 

how it fits this study. 

Agents are actors making actions or initiating a change. Giddens argues the actors being 

constantly monitoring the flow of their activities and expecting others to do the same 

(Giddens, 1984:5). An agent knows what he is doing, why he is doing it and can explain the 

actions taken by him. However, although the agents would be able to tell others the 

intentions of their actions, in normal circumstances it would not be needed. Not every action 

needs an explanation, and most of what we do as actors in our lives would be considered 

mundane without a need for an explanation. Even slips and mistakes can be recognized by 

others as not intended and would not need an explanation (Giddens, 1984, p.6). Agency is 
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something done, both intentional and unintentional, where an individual is the perpetrator 

of action and where the individual could have acted differently at any phase in the sequence 

(Giddens, 1984, p.9—10). To be an agent infers the individual has an ability to exercise some 

degree of control and change the social relations around him (Sewell Jr, 1992). Individuals 

innovating are changing the original structures which makes them agents and exercising 

agency. With the knowledge of schemas, actors can apply them in new contexts (Sewell Jr, 

1992). Considering innovation, it would be agents who are the drivers of innovation in 

society. Agency then refers to the agent’s involvement in the action. 

Agency and power considers the notion that an action depends upon the capability that an 

individual can make a difference, or exercise some sort of power (Giddens, 1984, p.14). If 

that individual loses his ability to exercise the power, the individual is no longer an agent in 

that setting (Giddens, 1984, p.14). Power could be used to either innovate or to stop 

innovation. Giddens argues power not being a resource itself. Rather, resources being media 

through which power is exercised (Giddens, 1984, p.16).  

Structure and structuration refers to structural principles and institutions with which the 

society is built upon (Giddens, 1984, p.17). Structure is a form of binding between time-space 

and social systems. With the structural principles and the institutions, this binding is 

possible. Giddens warns not to think about these as rules since it would be easily 

misinterpreted (Giddens, 1984, p.17). The structural properties can however be hierarchical 

organization in the time-space presence (Giddens, 1984, p.17). Structure is the building 

blocks of rules and resources in society with which agents act upon. Structuration can be 

related to structure within the society. Structuration involves rules or means in which the 

society is built which could be resembled to a formula. Structuration involves rules, or 

formulae which Giddens uses, within the society which are constantly used to in the day-to-

day activities (Giddens, 1984, p.22). While structure refers to a single agent’s perspectives, 

structuration represents a continuation, an evolving structure. 

“Duality of structure is always the main grounding of continuities in social reproduction 

across time-space” (Giddens, 1984, p.26–27). By the duality of structure Giddens allows a 

possibility of change through the theory despite other structure theories having a tough time 

factoring change (Sewell Jr, 1992). While other theories suppose stability within structure 

(Sewell JR, 1992) the structuration theory by Giddens considers change inevitable. Duality 

of structure is a continuation where the original structure of the agent can be modified 
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through innovative behavior. Though the agent is knowledgeable, and may have some 

awareness of the structures the agent is about to call upon and change, the knowledge of the 

agent is never complete (Scott & Meyers, 2010). Due to the lack of total knowledge, an 

agent’s actions can have unanticipated consequences. 

Finally, forms of institution consider rules within the society. Three structural dimensions 

exist within the social systems: signification, domination and legitimation (Giddens, 1984, 

p.30-31). Structures of signification are to be grasped in relation to domination and 

legitimation (Giddens, 1984, p.31). Signs exist only as the medium and outcome of 

communication, structuralist conceptions should be examined through recursive grounding 

in the communication meaning (Giddens, 1984, p.31).  

Concluding the subchapter, relevant concepts to this thesis are: the concept of agents and 

agency, structure and structuration, and finally the duality of structure. Agents, the 

concept which defines the actor making the changes. Hereafter, while referring to someone 

initiating a change, the word agent will be used. Agency, defining the agent choosing to do 

in one way instead of another, a concept where undesirable consequences can be explained 

to some degree tracing the consequences to the decisions of the agent. Duality of structure, 

the concept allowing change and innovation into the structure theory, also explaining how 

and why unanticipated consequences can occur. Insisting on the duality, Giddens can 

explain change in society where agents make changes based on their current structure 

making it into a new structure. With the structuration theory, it is possible to study and 

explain consequences of action. By following the time-space continuum from a consequence 

back to the action, the action can be studied and understood, why and with which intentions 

it was executed. Understanding both the initial structure and the new structure is important 

when trying to understand the concept consequences of change and innovation. This 

structuration theory by Giddens (1984) gives a base for understanding the change process. 

2.2.2 Merton’s theory on unanticipated consequences 

Merton recognized in his paper (1936) that consequences can be differentiated into either 

consequences to the actor, or consequences to other persons. Both intended anticipated 

consequences and unintended unanticipated consequences can be good or bad. Anticipated 

consequences tend to be good to the actor making the action as this is what is hoped with 

the action. Anticipated- and unanticipated consequences can furthermore be both desirable 
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or undesirable. Merton distinguished that consequences to other persons can be mediated 

through the social structure, the culture and the civilization. (Merton, 1936) 

Merton (1936) found five limiting factors an actor’s possibility to anticipate consequences. 

These are; lack of foreknowledge, errors in assessment, imperious immediacy of interest, 

basic values, and self-defeating predictions. The following paragraphs studies the different 

limiting factors. 

The first phenomenon, lack of foreknowledge, is a limitation of how much an actor has 

knowledge beforehand about something that actor is about to change (Merton, 1936). The 

more an actor has knowledge, the less unanticipated consequences should occur. There are 

reasons why an actor does not have enough knowledge about the action and therefore could 

not anticipate some outcomes. But, optimistically saying “if we had only known enough, we 

could have anticipated the consequences...” would be a fallacy (Merton, 1936). One can think 

about possible outcomes to try to foresee as many unanticipated consequences of action 

(both good and bad), but how much is enough? Is it possible to theorize every outcome? 

Probably not, Merton however raises a few cases for further thought. The first, is a paradox 

where we assume the past resulting in same outcomes in the future. A problem common 

within human behavior research, where assumptions can be made based on the past but 

these are not necessarily what would happen in the future (Merton, 1936). Therefore, even 

though it is possible to try to predict future outcomes through past experiences, some 

outcomes could turn out different and sometimes undesirable. Thinking too much about the 

outcomes will become a problem. Merton (1936) has no definite formulas for knowing what 

is enough, he however suggests actors should find out as much as possible with the time and 

energy available for the project. A sufficient amount is needed to be informed about possible 

outcomes. Not enough time on research leads to ignorance. This is something which will 

lead to unexpected consequences per Merton, which is why he suggests using enough 

resources to find out about the future not to fall into ignorance. 

The second phenomenon, errors in assessment, involves situations where one outcome is 

presupposed to happen, but another outcome occurs (Merton, 1936). A more modern and 

better describing word would be habit (McAulay, 2007). An occurrence of such kind would 

be some action which has become almost routine. Due to all previous outcomes being the 

same, an actor has no thought of the action resulting in unintended outcomes (Merton, 

1936). An example would be a distinguished chef cutting himself. Since the action of cutting 
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is grained in to his habits, he has no expectation of making an error. Another example 

Merton gives considers situations where an actor only believes in one possible outcome and 

no other. Perhaps not directly applicable to business situations but more common in 

psychiatric instances (Merton, 1936). However, situations exist where actors find a simple 

solution and neglects every other possibility in their own mind.  

The third phenomenon, imperious immediacy of interest, is when actors are only concerned 

with the immediate consequences of an action but fail to include further or other 

consequences into their analysis (Merton, 1936). In other words, the actors are only 

concerned with one or only a few consequences beneficial to themselves but fail to take other 

outcomes into consideration. To this concept McAulay (2007) suggested a more modern 

word, myopia, which will be used in this thesis hereafter. While an action based only on a 

few assumptions of outcomes could be considered bad, Merton also argues it not being the 

case all the time. In some cases, it would be beneficial to act solely upon positive feelings. 

One can have successful outcomes while only focusing on one simple goal without making 

an exhaustive investigation of possible outcomes. However, only focusing on one desirable 

outcome and not considering other possibilities will result in unexpected consequences, 

maybe not in the immediate future but somewhere in the time-space continuum (Merton, 

1936). 

The fourth phenomenon, basic values, considers action where the actors are not concerned 

of further consequences other than the expected because of the necessity of certain action 

enjoined by certain fundamental values (Merton, 1936). Following an action focusing only 

on a certain value and the consequences leading towards that value tends to create other 

consequences as well. Merton argues these other consequences will eventually lead to the 

original value being abandoned as the other consequences fit the surrounding better. An 

example would be asceticism in a capitalist society. The actor living with a minimalistic 

lifestyle would accumulate wealth while working as the actor spends less than accumulated. 

Only being concerned with the good feelings of living minimalistic and impacting less on the 

environment, the actor is growing wealthier each month. Due to only focusing on the values 

of a minimalistic lifestyle the accumulation of wealth is not noticed. In time, Merton (1936) 

argues, the actor would notice the wealth and find it difficult to continue the minimalistic 

lifestyle due to outside pressure from the society and finally return to the original state. 

Hence, the action being pursued finally lead to its own destruction. 
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The final phenomenon, self-defeating predictions, is when outcomes of a public prediction 

of future social developments is influenced by the prediction itself (Merton, 1936). Making 

a prediction public in a social society it will eventually influence the outcome of the 

prediction due to the raised awareness within the society. An example given by Merton 

(1936) is Marx’s prediction of the concentration of wealth which resulted in increasing 

misery of the masses. The prediction itself raised awareness within the society where 

eventually worker’s unions were formed to increase the bargaining power of the masses. 

Therefore, the prediction was influenced by itself changing the outcome. In Merton’s later 

work he further elaborates on the phenomenon in the paper The Self-Fulfilling Prophecy 

(1948). The self-defeating prediction is in the beginning a false definition, but since it is 

strongly believed, it will influence the behavior of people involved and finally turn the 

original conception come true (Merton, 1948). The public predictions destined to fail are 

usually those hard grained within culture. Defeating the initial prediction is not easy. If it 

would be easy to change false ideas, psychiatrists would be out of jobs, Merton explains 

(1948). Widely held false beliefs will return unanticipated consequences and when they 

manifest, then the false beliefs will slowly disappear. 

2.2.3 Differences of the two theories 

The most important difference between the two sociologist’s theories is what Giddens (1984) 

himself points out, the mismatch of analyzing unintended consequences through functional 

analysis. Giddens (1984, p.12) point out that “...analysis of unintended consequences does 

not (as Merton claims it does) make sense of seemingly irrational forms or patterns of social 

conduct.”. Explaining an irrational action with an unintended consequence does not make 

the irrational action rational. Giddens uses the example of a ceremonial gathering 

reinforcing group identity where the ceremonial gathering is irrational and the unintended 

consequence, strengthening of group identity, makes the irrational gathering seem rational. 

For Merton, this would be an explanation when Giddens argues all it does is raises another 

question which then needs to be answered. Giddens theories allow, and to some extent 

require, continuation where consequences are a mere point in the time space continuum. 

Something that is undesirable at one point in time, might not be undesirable in the future. 

Therefore, when Merton concludes to an undesirable consequence, Giddens is not as 

hesitant to conclude it as such.  
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Another difference is the notion of purpose. Merton (1936) argues social actors not always 

acting with an explicit purpose. When doing a habitual action, the actor is not acting with 

this clear-cut purpose. Further, Merton (1936) argues actors not always acting rationally. 

Actors might choose to act in a way that would seem as irrational, but the actor chose to 

make the action based on a feeling it would be the best action. An example would be acting 

through hunches (Merton, 1936). Giddens (1984, p.5–11), on the other hand, argues an agent 

always being able to explain the reasons behind an action. Although the action might result 

in unintended consequences, the initial action can be explained by the agent. An explanation 

of mundane activities is redundant though an explanation can still be given, it is the case 

with tasks of routine. Therefore, there is a purpose for every action giving an explanation to 

the action. Considering the example of acting upon a hunch, the agent acting upon the hunch 

would still have an explanation for the action. The hunch can be explained by the agent with 

rational explanations if some thought is given to it. Studying policy makers, arguing that 

negative consequences are unanticipated would be an understatement in many cases. De 

Zwart (2015) argues them anticipating more of the outcomes (both the good and the bad) 

than they are given credit for, it is their job after all to anticipate as much as possible. 

However, dealing with individuals or organizations as agents, they might more easily fall for 

the pro-innovation bias Rogers (1983) talks about giving Merton’s explanation a standing 

within analysis. 

2.3 Unanticipated or unintended? 

Giddens (1983) uses “unintended” in his book while Merton (1936) uses “unanticipated” in 

his original research. While the two are completely different, many a paper has used the two 

terms interchangeably (de Zwart, 2015). The original term unanticipated consequences, 

coined by Merton (1936), was initially meant to be used while talking about unforeseen 

consequences but the two got later conflated (de Zwart, 2015). Using the term unanticipated 

consequences, one can only mean consequences that are unforeseen, something the agent 

did not intend to happen. These consequences can either be positive or negative in nature. 

Considering consequences that are unintended, these can be anticipated, unanticipated or 

both at the same time considering several consequences of one action. While a consequence 

is unintended but anticipated, it most likely is negative. An anticipated unintended positive 

consequence would most likely mean the agent is having the intentions to perform 

something with negative consequences. This would be morally wrong as no good would 
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follow the action. Consequences with both anticipated intended positive outcomes and 

positive unintended outcomes is possible, but somewhat strange. However, as Frank de 

Zwart (2015) discusses in his paper, decisions with both anticipated intended positive 

outcomes and anticipated unintended negative outcomes are common today, especially 

within politics.  In political discussion, de Zwart (2015) finds the usage of “unintended” is 

used with the meaning “unwelcome and unanticipated policy outcomes”.  The usage of 

“unintended” takes distance from responsibility as a semantic connection between 

unintended and negative outcome exists. Policy makers might therefore take distance from 

the moral grounds using unintended to mean negative and unanticipated. 

Figure 1 Breakdown of intended and unintended consequences 

 

However, the use of unintended consequences is also the most commonly used term in 

research papers today (de Zwart, 2015). Discussing unanticipated events in the social 

sciences, authors use “unintended” synonymously with “unanticipated”. While Merton 

(1936) originally defines the term correctly, in his later works he mistakes in using 

“unanticipated” and “unintended” synonymously (de Zwart, 2015). Merton himself 

therefore contributed to the misuse of the two terms. While the two are used as synonyms, 

the breakdown in figure 1 clearly shows a problem with using the two interchangeably. As 

de Zwart (2015) also emphasize, by using “unintended” to mean unanticipated, one neglects 

the important but different consequences of unintended but anticipated. Giddens is 

acknowledging that “unintended” can also be anticipated (1983, p.38), but knowingly only 
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focuses on the unanticipated consequences while using the term “unintended consequences” 

(de Zwart, 2015), it still raises problems where the agent knows of negative consequences 

but chooses to release the innovation regardless. Therefore, the term unanticipated and 

undesirable consequences will be used in this thesis to describe the negative unforeseen 

consequences in technology innovation. This considers situations where an agent intends to 

accomplish positive outcomes with the innovation, but something unanticipated, 

unintended and negative followed the innovation. The agent, in other words, did not think 

this negative consequence would follow the innovation. 

2.4 Stakeholders of innovation 

When introducing innovation, the consequences are not only applied to the organization 

itself, rather the organization and their stakeholders. The stakeholder concept is important 

in the management of R&D (Elias, Cavana & Jackson, 2002). Freeman, who originally 

developed the concept, describes a stakeholder as “any group or individual who can affect or 

is affected by the achievement of the firm’s objectives” in his book from 1984 (as cited in 

Elias et al., 2002). The concept is important to consider while researching innovation and 

innovation of technology since the consequences can be outside of the evident stakeholder 

scope of the organization or other agent who is innovating (Hall & Vredenburg, 2003). 

Jeremy Hall and Harrie Vredenburg (2003) shows that development of radical technology 

is likely to have social implications, and that secondary stakeholders is highly likely to be 

involved. Jeremy Hall and Michael Martin (2005) point out the importance of broadening 

the range of stakeholders to not only include primary stakeholders, but both primary and 

secondary stakeholders to identify potential disruptive affects. The primary stakeholders 

and consequences to them are easier to consider, but secondary stakeholders are not always 

as evident. Hall and Martin (2005) acknowledges the difficulty of the situation as many of 

the secondary stakeholders might not be as easily identified. Furthermore, the secondary 

stakeholders might have contradictory demands, goals or interests than the primary 

stakeholders and the company itself. Therefore, unintended and undesirable consequences 

will be difficult to incorporate into decisions considering innovation improving the 

company’s performance, but important within analysis of consequences of innovation. 
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2.5 Unanticipated undesirable consequences of innovation 

An illustration of outcomes of innovation has been illustrated by Sveiby et al. (2012, p.65) in 

their summary of their findings where innovation has two levels of outcomes, direct 

consequences and indirect consequences to stakeholders. Both stages are broken down into 

anticipated and unanticipated consequences. Finally, anticipated and unanticipated 

consequences break down into desirable and undesirable consequences. The breakdown is 

a summary of the research from Rogers (1983), Merton (1936) and Freeman (1984). This 

summary is close to what has been established in this theoretical framework. Therefore, the 

illustration by Sveiby et al. (2012) will be the basis for the conclusions of the framework in 

this thesis. An illustration of the outcomes can be seen in figure 1.  

The framework reference only “stakeholders” instead of breaking it down into distinct 

categories. Having that breakdown would further complicate the situation which is not 

necessary in this thesis. 

Figure 1 Consequences of innovation (Adapted from Sveiby, Gripenberg & Segercrantz 
(2012) which is adapted from Rogers (1983), Merton (1936) and Freeman (1984)), 
adding Giddens (1984) concepts of structure. 

 

This framework has added concepts theorized by Giddens (1983) into the framework for 

studying unanticipated and undesirable consequences of innovation. By adding the 

concepts; agents, agency, structure, structuration, and duality of structure, the origins of 

the consequences can be understood, and a deeper understanding can be achieved. It is 
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usually not the meaning of the agents to produce undesirable outcomes (however, 

anticipated in some cases) but they occur within time when the innovation diffuses and gets 

more adopted within a society. The consequences are either anticipated or unanticipated. 

Within the interest of this thesis are the unanticipated consequences. Of the unanticipated 

consequences, all are unintended. Some of them desirable but most undesirable. 

This framework will function as a basis for the analysis, where the unanticipated and 

undesirable consequences found in the cases, will be explained through the limiting effects 

by Merton (1936). The understanding that consequences has generations, as suggested by 

Rogers (1983), will be applied into the model. Consequences are not bound to only 

consequences within an organization, each stakeholder is as important as another while 

considering whom the consequences affect. Finally, the understanding of the duality of 

structuration, suggested by Giddens (1984), where consequences are to be considered as 

points on a time-space continuum is considered as an aspect of the model. 
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3 METHOD 

Researching the phenomenon unanticipated and undesirable consequences of technology 

in management research poses some challenges for a study conducted in a limited amount 

of time. As Rogers (1983) mentioned the unanticipated consequences emerges when the 

innovation is widely diffused, which can take time. The following chapter will present the 

measures taken to accommodate these challenges. First, the research approach is presented 

with discussion of its suitability for the research. Then, the research design is described and 

evaluated by contrasting it to research on designs. A description is also given for the 

conducting of analysis. Finally, the chapter concludes with a discussion on the validity, 

reliability and the quality of this research. 

The following chapter will discuss the methods for finding answers to the research question 

defined in chapter 1. Michael Patton (2002) directs attention into different methods of 

conducting research and making decisions about the suitability of them. Different methods 

of either qualitative or quantitative character have their strengths and weaknesses. The 

chapter describes the chosen method of a case study and how the articles of cases are found 

for this study in chapter 3.1. Next, in chapter 3.2 the design of the study is discussed, and a 

description of the analysis is given. Finally, the chapter 3.3 concludes the methods with a 

discussion of the validity, reliability and the quality of this research. 

3.1 Research approach 

Due to the limited timeframe of this thesis, and the exploratory nature, a qualitative 

approach has been selected. The research is explorative, as the aim of this thesis is to explore 

and find patterns and reasons to unanticipated and undesirable consequences of 

technological innovation within management research. The research question would best be 

answered through a mixed methods approach, but time constraints does not allow to use 

such a method. Instead, this research can be viewed as a part of a bigger picture, where a 

beginning is laid through this exploration of the phenomenon. Therefore, a deductive 

reasoning is applied while constructing the final model. But, while researching the 

phenomenon, an inductive approach is applied to find patterns from the data which can be 

constructed into themes that describe the components of the model. 

Patton confirms that a qualitative design is possible as he describes that the design with an 

inductive approach allow findings of emerging patterns through data analysis (Patton, 2015, 
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p.64). However, through the pragmatic view, induction is only a part of the research 

(Creswell, 2014, p.11). Through induction, patterns can be found from observations (Patton, 

2015, p.64), aiding the process of creating a model. Creswell (2014, p.10–11) also discuss 

that a pragmatic worldview, where the research question is emphasized more than the 

methods themselves (Rossman & Wilson, 1985 referenced in Creswell, 2014, p.10), allows 

for greater freedom of choice about the research approach. Pragmatism is a view that 

emerged in the turn of the twentieth century through the works of Charles Sanders Pierce, 

William James, and John Dewey (Patton, 2015, p.152). It is a view that argues the truth is 

verified and confirmed by testing ideas and theories in practice (Patton, 2015, p.152). The 

view seeks to provide answers, or at least a direction, toward finding practical answers from 

real-world issues (Patton, 2015, p.152). Through the pragmatic view and the qualitative 

design, the phenomenon unanticipated and undesirable consequences of technological 

innovation within management research will be discovered and explained. By considering 

both a qualitative and a quantitative approach, a better understanding of the research 

problem can be achieved (Creswell, 2014, p.11). While the mixed methods would be more 

beneficial, time constraints allow only one part of such a research to be completed. 

Complementary research is recommended in the discussions. With this approach, I will 

research follow the seven contributions to science Patton (2015, p.3–13) describes in his 

book. 

3.2 Research design 

The phenomenon unanticipated and undesirable consequences of innovation is, as already 

stated, a little researched phenomenon. There are only a few research papers to base on 

when making conclusions about the concept. As the purpose of this paper is to make a model 

with which it is possible to categorize these unanticipated and undesirable consequences, a 

research design proposed by Eisenhardt (1989) could be used. She has studied the field of 

making models out of case studies and describes a process of how an approach of this kind 

is to an advantage in situations where researchers are tackling a new area of study. Creswell 

(2014, p.187) agrees with Eisenhardt by describing qualitative methods, such as case studies, 

as an appropriate choice for exploring processes, activities and events. The following 

paragraphs describes the method used to conduct the research of this thesis in depth. 

The first part of this research is a search of articles from the database Web of Science. 

Through this search, articles containing cases with unanticipated and undesirable 
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consequences are found, which later will be used and analyzed to fulfill the research 

objectives. The database is queried for articles with the search word “Technolog*”. By using 

the asterisk in the search word, it tells the database to match every derivative of the word 

Technology. The hits are first filtered to show matches within “Management journals”. Then, 

the remaining hits are filtered with a search string, (UUCI 3.2.10) found in appendix 1, which 

contains relevant Boolean search arguments for the study. Finally, a filter that removes any 

other formats than article publications is applied. The abstracts of the results are then 

evaluated by me, starting from articles published in the year 2009, continuing forward until 

either 25 relevant articles in total have been found, or until all articles published between 

2009 and 2015 has been evaluated. Articles which seem to be relevant are saved for later 

reading. When 25 articles have been found (or every article published between 2009-2015 

have been evaluated), the saved articles are read through once more in depth to ensure the 

relevancy to this study conducted in the following phase of the thesis. 

This thesis is part of a bigger project on innovation “The future of Innovation” at Hanken 

School of Economics led by Karl-Erik Sveiby. Two other theses have been written at the same 

time considering Unanticipated and undesirable consequences of innovations, which 

contribute to some limitations for this thesis. The first, written by Valter Sariola, studies the 

subject with the same method, but with the search word “Innovat*” instead. The thesis also 

includes externalities within the study. The second, written by Camilla Cedercreuz, also 

studies the subject with the same method, but using empirical material published between 

2002 and 2008, and a search word of “Innovat*”. Therefore, the thesis’ will conclude to 

differing results. Two other studies with a similar aim has been made before these. The first 

was made by Alexander Aminoff in 2010, who studied unintended, unanticipated and 

undesirable consequences of innovations. Aminoff used the databases EBSCOhost and 

Google Scholar to find cases, which in addition to researching before the year 2010 will yield 

differing results to the method within this research. The second was made by Sveiby, 

Gripenberg and Cedercrantz (2012), which also differs from this study as it searched for 

articles in the EBSCO database, and from an earlier period before the year 2009. 

The sampling method applied in this research is purposive sampling by selecting the 

complete target population. It was chosen because of the explorative aim of the study. Patton 

(2015, p.268) describes complete target population sampling method as collecting 

everything available within a unique group of interest. Qualitative samples are usually 
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purposefully selected, since a random selection can reduce the relevant data into 

uninterpretable sawdust (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 27). Eisenhardt (1989) points out that 

the choice of sample is less important in case studies, as the cases are chosen primarily for 

theoretical sampling. This chosen method therefore gives a sample of cases with a broad 

amount of data within the frame of study. According to Matthew Miles and Michael 

Huberman (1994, p.30) it is hard to determine since it depends on many parameters. They 

have seen studies with cases in the 30s, which however will thin the data used from the cases. 

Knowing the subject of this study, data within the cases could be scarce or more elaborate. 

The chosen amount of 25 articles raises the confidence of the result. But, a risk exists where 

the data expands into something that is too much to handle.  

The second part of the research is an analysis of the articles that were found. While the 

articles were read, each article were coded by hand through highlighting the relevant lines 

in the articles in addition to adding the data to a spreadsheet. Both methods for coding and 

keeping track of findings are recommended by Creswell (2014, p.195-196). The coding was 

made to resemble the original wording as close as possible within the spreadsheet to have a 

reliable base for analysis. The articles were read through in the order they were found 

(reading from 2009 to 2015) and the spreadsheet was formatted in the same way. The 

following data was tracked on the spreadsheet; the type of technology, whether the 

innovation was in the public or the private sector, what research method was used, the 

findings, the change agents, the stakeholders, and whether the consequences are systemic 

or not. With this data, a model explaining the unanticipated and undesirable consequences 

of technological innovation within management research can be constructed. After the data 

has been tracked, the findings will be categorized in themes by the technologies that were 

innovated for an easier analysis of the consequences. Finally, to analyze the articles, the 

theory in the theoretical framework is used as a base for the analysis. The concepts are built 

upon findings in the theories to create a model of the unanticipated and undesirable 

consequences of technological innovation. It will show which stakeholder is affected by 

which technology, and the consequences categorized in broader themes explained through 

the five limiting factors by Merton (1936). 

The model being built in the next chapter is what Miles and Huberman (1994, p.228) calls a 

causal network. The following quotation explains the procedure of constructing such a 

model; ‘You look at each outcome measure and examine, for each case, the stream of 
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variables leading to or “determining” that outcome’ (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p.228). The 

relevant data that is being tracked into the spreadsheet is the variables for this analysis that 

will be explained in the model through causal connections between technologies, 

stakeholders and consequences. Patton (2014, p.541) writes that qualitative data analysis 

will result in pattern and theme findings. Patterns are descriptive findings and themes are 

more categorical findings. The findings from the cases will be analyzed and categorized into 

themes, and connected with causal connections explained by Merton (1936) to the 

consequences.  

3.3 Reliability, validity and replication 

For this thesis to be as reliable as possible extra work is put on being careful when reviewing 

the abstracts of the articles in the database. If the abstract seems at all relevant, the article 

is saved and later reviewed of both me, the author of this paper, and Karl-Erik Sveiby, the 

leader of the research project. By this method, the reliability of the study is increased as 

many persons review the material for relevancy. This is a form of triangulation which is 

mentioned by Eisenhardt (1989), Miles and Huberman (1994), and Creswell (2014). 

Triangulation increases the reliability as many views of the articles influence the choice 

rather than only one. Articles which is initially chosen and saved, but later not used in the 

second phase, the analysis, will be referenced to increase the transparency. Triangulation is 

also used in the analysis, and the construction of the model. Bryman an Bell (2015, p.48) 

discuss reliability as a bigger problem for quantitative researchers. If the data turn out to not 

hold for other samples as the one the researchers used, the study will be less reliable. If the 

findings cannot be replicated, the findings cannot be reliable. For this thesis, the data is 

secondary, and extra work is used to understand the phenomena, to present a reliable model 

as a conclusion. 

To make replication of this study possible, the search string is included in appendix 1. 

Therefore, by following the method described in this chapter, this research can be replicated 

if the database Web of Science is maintained, and the data is available. Since all the cases 

are of secondary data, not gathered by me, this research is not subject to the traditional 

replication problems of qualitative research. I am relying on the work of other researchers 

to find data for this analysis. While these works are available, replication is possible. Instead, 

other problems are present within this study discussed in the validity paragraph next. 
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Alan Bryman and Emma Bell (2015), discusses validity in their book and refer to three 

concepts regarding validity. These are Internal validity, External validity and Ecological 

validity. Their fourth concept, measurement validity, is not relevant to this study as it 

primarily applies to quantitative research for it to improve the measurement practices. 

Internal validity concerns the issue of causality (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.50). It considers 

whether a causal relationship between two or more variables hold water. As the articles that 

are used within my research is from peer-reviewed journals, the findings are of high quality. 

The internal validity is high within the data that is used, my analysis explaining the 

consequences with the limiting factors by Merton (1936) therefore of question. While 

reading through the articles, I will do my best to represent the researchers’ conclusions to 

match the original as close as possible. When considering which limiting factor applies, I try 

to make sure I understand the case and the underlying setting behind it. External validity, 

considers how well the findings can be applied and generalized beyond a specific research 

(Bryman & Bell, 2015, p. 51). Since the amount of cases to be used will be plenty for a 

qualitative research, the model is expected to be externally valid. The more cases support 

each consequence and limiting factor, the more valid that causal connection will be. As this 

research is an exploratory research, the external validity is less important. If there is a 

finding for a consequence, that finding will be included within the model. This reduces the 

external validity, but it aids future research with identifying potential fields of focus. The 

external validity can be increased by additional research, which is outside the scope of this 

thesis. Finally, ecological validity considers whether the scientific findings are applicable to 

people’s everyday lives (Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.51). The more researchers intervene with the 

findings and the answers subjects are giving, the less ecologically valid the research will be 

(Bryman & Bell, 2015, p.51). Since I will not be studying the consequences directly, I must 

rely on the professionalism of the researchers that published the original researches. I also 

must rely on the peer-review process, that it has been conducted in the appropriate manner.  
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To improve the study additional repositories could be added besides the database Web of 

Science to broaden the sample. Further research could also be conducted through interviews 

of persons affected by the phenomenon. These are, however, aspects which cannot be done 

within the scope of this thesis due to time restrictions. As Rogers (1983, p.377) also listed as 

a problem for why there is not more research from the field, consequences are not usually 

found immediately, rather after some time requiring researchers to follow innovation and 

its changes for an extended period. Studies with a broader longevity could implement these 

to further improve the validity of the studies. 
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4 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

This chapter will present and analyze the articles that were found through the research 

method. The final results of the research are first presented by a descriptive analysis of the 

total number of articles searched, which years were searched and the final number of 

relevant articles that were found in the publications of these years. No articles were rejected, 

all of the saved articles contained relevant material for this study. After the results, the 

analysis is carried out in chapter 4.2 by going through each category of technologies that 

were found. After each theme and case has been analyzed, chapter 4.3 introduced the themes 

identified for the construction of the model. Finally, concluding remarks of the analysis is 

presented in the subchapter 4.4 with the final model that explains unanticipated and 

undesirable consequences of technological innovation. 

4.1 Descriptive analysis 

The research began with going through the matches chronologically from year 2009 and 

continued to the end of the year 2013 where the total of all articles found resulted in 26 

articles. Since the target was hit before the year 2015, the two final years was not included 

within the borders of this thesis. The sum of the articles per year summed up to 4 articles 

year 2009, 5 articles year 2010, 6 articles year 2011, four articles year 2012, and seven 

articles year 2013. A summary of these numbers can be found in table 1. 

Table 1  Presentation of the sample 

 

 

 

 

Technolog* Total number of articles Filtered number of abstracts Final selection of articles %

2009 1243 75 4 0,32 %

2010 1435 128 5 0,35 %

2011 1617 170 6 0,37 %

2012 1415 140 4 0,28 %

2013 1453 120 7 0,48 %

Total 7163 633 26 0,36 %
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4.2 Analysis 

This first research does not fit within any of the technology themes as it applies to many 

different fields within production. While studying how different types of innovation affect 

employee downsizing, José Vicente-Lorente and José Zúñiga-Vicente (2012) found that 

companies downsize their workforce, if they adopt process innovations that are not related 

to the acquisition of complementary capital assets. They also found evidence of higher 

downsizing if the companies do not invest in complementary production elements when 

process innovation occurs. 

Therefore, when managers invest in innovations without planning what these innovations 

will change about the process, employees can expect downsizing. Lack of foreknowledge is 

the limiting factor which can explain the downsizing, if it is unexpected. Investment without 

a clear vision of the complete changes to practice yields negative consequences. Without a 

plan of execution, and without sufficient research on an introduction of new assets next to 

process innovation will end in negative consequences to the employees. Additionally, when 

process innovation occur, myopia can cloud an agent’s vision on that innovation. When the 

innovation occurs, and the agent is not concerned about further actions, employees will 

experience negative consequences. 
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Table 2 Table with the data from the case articles 

Authors (Reference 

article on file) Year Title

Type of 

technology

Public / 

private 

sector Research method and Data Findings Type of conseq. Type of conseq. Type of conseq. Type of conseq.

Change 

agent(s)

Type of 

affected 

stakeholder(s)

Systemic 

effects, 

yes, no

Randles , S., & Mander, S. 2009

Aviation, consumption and the cl imate 

change debate: 'Are you going to tel l  me 

off for flying?'

Aviation Publ ic Interviews  of 20 persons

Policy changes in environmental 

restrictions through taxes/other 

regulatory measures will 

disproportionately be born by poorer none- 

and low-frequency flyers

Unequal i ty in 

society

Potentia l  forced 

l i festyle changes  of 

some individuals

Governmental  

legis lators , and 

environmental  

activis ts

Potentia l ly a l l  

poorer taxpayers
yes

Jørgensen, M. S., & 

Jørgensen, U.
2009

Green technology fores ight of high 

technology: A socia l  shaping of 

technology approach to the analys is  of 

hopes  and hypes

ICT/ Bio- 

and Nano-

technology

Private + 

Publ ic

A presentation and analys is  of a  

Green Technology fores ight

Environmental  burden could 

poss ibly ri se, and production of 

green fuel  can harm food production 

without pol icy regulation

Increas ing 

electronig waste 

due to ICT 

innovation

Fuel  production 

compete with the 

same resources  as  

food production 

Environmental  ri sks  

are overlooked

Innovators/ 

Producers/ 

Managers

Environment/ 

Stakeholders

yes , 

effects  to 

the 

environm

ent

Valorinta , M. 2009
Information technology and mindfulness  

in organizations
IT- Tools Private

Case s tudies  of two company ERP 

renewal  projects  with 

participation, data  and 

interviews

Changing to new more complete ERP 

systems can cause employees  

getting more routinized and less  

motivated to innovate on the new 

ERP

Cognitive inertia
Reduced job 

satis faction
Managers Employees no

Pol lock, N., Wi l l iams, R., 

D'Adderio, L., & Grimm, C.
2009

Post loca l  forms  of repair: The (extended) 

s i tuation of vi rtua l ized technica l  support
IT- Tools Private

Ethnographic research in a  

ccompany and research on a  

user organization receiving tech 

support

Delayed service to customers  in 

certa in s i tuations  and excess  

pressure on employees  in some 

cases

Delayed service to 

customers

Increased 

respons ibi l i ty for 

customer

Excess  pressure on 

employees

Technology 

organization

Customers and 

Employees

yes , some 

of the 

conseq-

unces

Prins , E. 2010
Participatory photography: A tool  for 

empowerment or survei l lance?
Cameras Private

Review of fieldnotes  from 

previous  research

Participants  of research were subject 

to negative experiences  when taking 

photographs

Fear in community

Experience of 

suspicion, timidi ty 

and ridicule

Researchers

Participants , and 

community to 

some degree

yes

Beaudry, A., & 

Pinsonneault, A.
2010

The Other Side of Acceptance: Studying 

the Direct and Indirect Effects  of Emotions  

on Information

IT-Tools Private

Mixed methods  (Interviews  to 

find testable emotions  and 

Survey to test the emotions)

Anxiety dis tances  users  from us ing 

the new IT System

Anxiety of IT use 

affects  IT 

dis tancing

Top Managers
IT System users 

(employees)
no

Tarafdar, M., Tu, Q., & 

Ragu-Nathan, T.S.
2010

Impact of Technostress  on End-User 

Satis faction and Performance
ICT

Private + 

Publ ic

Case s tudy of two companies  

with a  survey

Evidence of technostress  and further 

evidence of other undes irable 

consequences  fol lowing the 

technostress

Technostress

Those 

implementing 

new ICT systems

ICT System 

users 

(employees)

no

García-Izquierdo, A. L., 

Aguinis , H., & Ramos-

Vi l lagrasa, P. J.

2010 Science-Practice Gap in e-Recruitment
Onl ine 

recrui tment
Publ ic

Quanti tative s tudy of more than 

60 large organizations  in Spain

Harmful  and potentia l ly i l lega l  

information gathering from job 

appl ication forms

Appl icants  might 

get an unfa ir 

eva luation

Hiring managers Appl icants
yes , a l l  

apl icants

Ameripour, A., Nicholson, 

B., & Newman, M.
2010

Conviva l i ty of Internet socia l  networks : An 

exploratory s tudy of Internet campaigns  

in Iran

Internet and 

onl ine blogs

Publ ic + 

Private

Ethnographic s tudies  of onl ine 

blogs  and interview with 

government officia l

Restrictions  to internet use and 

pol icy implementations  against 

blogging about unfi tting topics

Restrictions  to 

internet speed

Restricting pol icy 

aga inst blogging
Stakeholders

Stakeholders  

(Ci tizens  and 

bloggers )

yes

Lee, C. H., & Cranage, D. A. 2011

Personal isation-privacy paradox: The 

effects  of personal isation and privacy 

asurance on customer responses  to travel  

Web s i tes

Personal -

i zation 

technology

Private
Quanti tative survey of col lege 

s tudents ' perceptions

Poss ible privacy concerns  of 

uncerta inty and fear in poorly 

secured services

Uncerta inty of 

information use

Insecuri ty about 

privacy and 

information 

leakage

Fear Managers Customers yes

Anderson, C. L., & Agrawal , 

R.
2011

The Digi tization of Healthcare: Boundary 

Risks , Emotion, and Consumer 

Wi l l ingness  to Disclose Personal  Health 

Information

Onl ine 

databases

Publ ic + 

Private 

Quanti tative survey of about 

1000 US ci ti zens  some, of them 

purposeful ly sampled

Poss ible disclosure of sens i tive 

information whi le emotional ly 

influenced

Disclosure of 

sentis i tive 

information

Regret Government
potentia l ly a l l  

ci ti zens
yes

Gherardi , S., & Perrotta , M. 2011
Egg dates  sperm: a  ta le of a  practice 

change and i ts  s tabi l i zation

Pol icy 

Innovation
Publ ic

Qual i tative research grounded in 

a  micro dimens ion of analys is

The introduction of Law 40 in Ita ly 

resulted in practice "problems" and 

uunfa ir treatment of people

Prevention of 

couples ' sel f-

determination and 

free choice

Generation of 

reproduction 

tourism

Potentia l  health 

ri sks  to woman 

being treated

Government

Stakeholders  

(Ci tizens  and 

researchers )

yes

Švarc, J., Lažnjak, J., & 

Perkovic’, J.
2011

Unintended consequences  of innovation 

pol icy programmes: Socia l  eva luation of 

technologica l  projects  programme in 

Croatia

Innovation 

pol icy 

programmes

Publ ic

Survey of programme participant 

project leaders  fol lowed by semi-

s tructured interviews  of 12 of the 

respondents

Entrepreneurs  experienced negative 

consequences  in the form of lacking 

benefi ts  of the program

Entrepreneurs  did 

not ga in much from 

the program

Government Entrepreneurs yes

Unanticpated and Undesirable consequences 
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Table 3 Table continued. with data from the case articles 

 

Turel , O., Serenko, A., & 

Bontis , N.
2011

Fami ly and work-related consequences  of 

addiction to organizational  pervas ive 

technologies

M-ICT Private

Mobi le questionnaire sent to 

three organizations , target group 

was  IT experts

Pervas ive organiza ional  

technologies  can cause addiction 

which harms both the worker and 

his/her relations  to the fami ly

Work Overload
Technology-Fami ly 

confl ict

Work-Fami ly 

confl ict
Managers Employees no

Hirs t, A. 2011

Settlers , vagrants  and mutual  

indi fference: unintended consequences  

of hot-desking

Spatia l  

Innovation
Private

Qual i tative research with 

observation and semi-s tructured 

interviews  (15 people)

Without a  speci fic place to work at, 

employees  feel  there are some 

things  miss ing at their workplace

Less  socia l  

behavior between 

employees

Withdrawal  of the 

feel ing to be 

va lued by the 

employee

Unnecessary time 

spent finding a  

space/ necessary 

appl iances

"Faffing about"

Top Managers Employees yes

Sarker, S., Xiao, X., Sarker, 

S., & Ahuja , M.
2012

Managing Employees ' Use of Mobi le 

Technologies  to Minimize Work-Li fe 

Ba lance Impacts

M-ICT Private

Interviews  of 21 employees  of 

pos i tions  ranging from analyst 

to Vice-pres ident and 

They found three levels  of 

individual 's  perception on work-l i fe 

relationship

Rais ing 

expectations  of 

ava i labi l i ty

Blurring work-l i fe 

boundaries

Compl ication of 

coordination 

between co-

workers

Feeding knowledge 

workers ' personal  

compuls ion

Top managers Employees
not 

necessar-

i ly

Sardeshmukh, S. R., 

Sharma, D., & Golden, T. D.
2012

Impact of telework on exhaustion and job 

engagement: a  job demands  and job 

resources  model

ICT Private
Quanti tative survey with 417 

teleworkers  who responded

Telework can increase exhaustion 

and reduce employee engagement

Increased role 

confl ict

Reduced amount of 

feedback

Reduced socia l  

support from co-

workers

Top management, 

and to some 

extent employees

Employees no

Angst, C. M., Devara j, S., & 

D'Arcy, J.
2012

Dual  Role of IT-Ass is ted Communication 

in Patient Care: A Val idated Structure-

Process -Outcome Framework

IT and 

medica l  

equipment

Publ ic / 

Private

Quanti tative data  from three 

sources  involving medica l  care 

in US hospita ls

Implementing too much new 

technology in a  short amount of time 

can overwhelm the employees  

resulting in reduced qual i ty

Performance of 

medica l  care 

reduces

Patients  can feel  

their privacy i s  not 

respected with new 

technologies

Hospita l  

management

Patients  (and 

employees)
no

Vicente-Lorente, J. D., & 

Zúñiga-Vicente, J. Á.
2012

Effects  of process  and product-oriented 

innovations  on employee downs izing

Manu-

facturing
Private

Firm Strategies  survey data  from 

the research forundation 

Foundación SEPI

Manufacturing innovation can 

produce a  downs izing effect i f 

complementary investments  in 

production are not made

Increased 

downs izing
Top management Employees no

Rai , A., & Hornyak, R. 2013

The impact of sourcing enterprise system 

use and work process  interdependence 

on sourcing profess ionals ' job outcomes

IT-Tools Private

Field s tudy of large Fortune 500 

manufacturing company with 

observation and survey

Reduced employee satis faction in 

certa in scenarios  of sourcing 

enterprice systems

Frustration and 

counterproductive 

experiences

Employees  not 

fol lowing company 

pol icy of us ing SES 

might be punished

Reduced 

satis faction
Top management Employees no

Maier, C., Laumer, S., 

Eckhardt, A., & Weitzel , T.
2013

Analys ing the impact of HRIS 

implementations  on HR personnel 's  job 

satis faction and turnover intention

IT-Tools Private

Observation of a  company 

implementing an e-recrui ting 

system, data  through survey and 

interviews  before the survey

The research yielded two 

unintended consequences  that can 

occur when an HRIS i s  implemented

Negative job 

satis faction
Increased turnover Top management HR Employees no

Krishnan, S., Teo, S. H. T., & 

Lim, V. K. G.
2013

Examining the relationships  among e-

government maturi ty, corruption, 

economic prosperi ty and environmental  

degradation: A cross -country analys is

E-

government
Publ ic

Cross -sectional  analys is  of 

archiva l  data  from 2004 to 2008 

gathered from 105 countries

E-government maturi ty 

ins igni ficantly increase 

environmental  degradation

Environmental  

degradation
Government Environment yes

Mazmanian, M., 

Orl ikowski , W. J., & Yates , 

J.

2013

The Autonomy Paradox: The Impl ications  

of Mobi le Emai l  Devices  for Knowledge 

Profess ionals

M-ICT Private

Open-ended Interviews  with 48 

knowledge profess ionals , and 

second round of s tructured 

interviews  with 18 profess ionals  

and 4 senior support s taff 

members

Unintended consequences  from the 

use of mobi le communication 

technologies  for knowledge 

profess ionals

Increased 

esca lation of 

engagement in 

work

Reduced autonomy Increased s tress

Blurred boundaries  

between work and 

personal  l i fe

Management

Knowledge 

employees (at 

all levels)

yes

Bolderdi jk, J. W., Steg, L.,  

& Postmes , T.
2013

Fostering support for work floor energy 

conservation pol icies : Accounting for 

privacy concerns

Electronic 

monitoring 

technology

Private

Three quanti tative 

questionaires  with same 

objective but di fferent 

manipulation

Introducing monitoring technology 

could yield unanticipated 

consequences  of privacy pol icies  are 

ignored

Decreased 

employee 

satis faction

Loss  of employee 

creativi ty
Top management Employees yes

Grant, C. A., Wal lace, L. M., 

& Spurgeon, P. C.
2013

An exploration of the psychologica l  

factors  affecting remote e-worker's  job 

effectiveness , wel l -being and work-l i fe 

ba lance

ICT Private

Semi-s tructured interviews  of 11 

profess ionals/managers/admini

s tratives

Negative consequences  of e-working 

on employees  who work remotely 

from home

Work addiction 

where employees  

have di fficul ties  to 

switch off

Burnout Socia l  i solation Management Employees no

Cañibano, A. 2013
Implementing innovative HRM: trade-off 

effects  on employee wel l -being
ICT Pivate

50 interviews  and document 

analys is

Three practices  that has  evolved 

through innovation have both 

pos i tive and negative outcomes

Negative phys ica l  

outcomes

Negative 

psychologica l  

outcomes

Negative socia l  

outcomes

Organizations/Ma

nagers

Users of the 

technology 

(employees)

no
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4.2.1 Policy change 

This theme includes policy changes within organizations and governmental policy changes. 

Four researches focused on the governmental policy changes, all within different countries. 

These are analyzed first, followed by one research which studied policy changes within 

organizations. 

4.2.1.1 Governmental policies 

The study by Silvia Gherardi and Manuela Perrotta (2011) studied consequences of policy 

change in Spain considering technological innovation within biology. By restricting the laws 

on assisted reproduction unanticipated and undesirable consequences emerged which 

affects persons who are unable to reproduce naturally. Couples have a reduced amount of 

choices while considering which type of treatment to have. The introduced law, Law 40, 

reduces choices of the treatment center to a level where the professionals are making the 

choice of treatment to use. Couples are kept in the dark about possible choices and are only 

told about the desired choice of the professional. The law encourages methods with higher 

probability of success, these are methods where more embryos than one is implanted in the 

woman. While increasing the probability of pregnancy, these methods also increase the 

probability of multiple pregnancies. Multiple pregnancies then increase the possibility of 

health complications to the mother. A final negative consequence is the generated 

reproduction tourism of couples seeking treatments from neighboring countries of Spain. 

When the desired kind of treatment is unavailable, or fear of complications exist within the 

couples, they can choose to travel to other countries and have the unlawful treatment. 

(Gherardi & Perrotta, 2011) 

The introduction of the Law 40 resulted in these unanticipated undesirable consequences 

because of lack of foreknowledge, basic values, and due to Myopic thought. The policy 

makers did not have enough knowledge about the technology of artificial reproduction to 

introduce a fair policy. The lack of foreknowledge resulted in the change of treatment 

practice, which lead to the reduction of choices for the professionals, and finally to the 

consequence that couples are only presented one prespecified treatment chosen from the 

few by the professionals, a reduction of choices. The second consequence is a result from 

both a lack of foreknowledge, and basic values. Policy makers and lobbers driving their view 

did not have enough information about the practices to change the law toward better 

solutions. Instead, the increased amount of multiple pregnancies has raised health concerns 
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of more couples than before. By only being concerned with the current practice being 

ideologically wrong and changing the policy with these assumptions solely, resulted in this 

unanticipated and undesirable consequence. Finally, the reproduction tourism is a result of 

myopic thought of the policy makers. They were only concerned with how the practices are 

made in Spain not taking neighboring countries into consideration where more liberal laws 

allow the same probabilities, but with less multiple pregnancies. 

Studying flying habits and aviation Sally Randles and Sarah Mander (2009) found 

potentially negative consequences of policy changes to emissions reduction. In the study, 

they found that flying is still more frequent in higher income classes than lower classes. By 

changing policies to reduce emissions, or to cover emission costs to nature, into a system 

where environment taxes or added costs for environmental protection, the costs would lead 

to a disproportionate burden on low income classes and low frequency flyers. Flying ticket 

prices would be more expensive which impacts the less frequent users. Randles and Mander 

(2009) also found flyers using airplanes to access areas they could not access without air 

travel. Travelling for climbing and to meet family living abroad were some examples from 

the study, flying was included in their lifestyles. Climate change debates and policy changes 

could therefore force a change in these flyers lifestyles. (Randles & Mander, 2009) 

Policy changes cause consequences to citizens to whom the policies apply. The citizens are 

those living in Spain, in the Gherardi & Perrotta (2011) case, and citizens of a certain country 

or potentially the entire world, in the Randles & Mander (2009) case. The limiting factors 

leading to these consequences are lack of foreknowledge and myopia. Policy makers acting 

without foreknowledge can lead to unfair treatment of citizens. Those with less incomes will 

have less choices of action, similarly to the Gherardi & Perrotta (2011) case. Myopic action 

can also lead to unfair treatment. Additionally, in some cases it can lead to more dangerous 

practices. The consequences can be due to the factor ‘basic values’. In the Randles & Mander 

(2009) case, respondents talked about their lives being built up on values involving air 

travel. Since air travel has been made more available, the respondents could live lives with 

more travel. The basic values lead to the unanticipated consequence of life changes due to 

more restricted or more expensive travelling. 

While studying an innovation policy program in Croatia, Jadranka Švarc, Jasminka Lažnjak, 

and Juraj Perkovic’ (2011) found unintended and undesirable consequences of the program. 

In the research, they investigated how an innovation policy program unfolded in Croatia, 
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which was intended to promote the collaboration between researchers and organizations. 

They found two unintended consequence with the program, the second of which is relevant 

to this study. This consequence was that the program financed mainly research activities, 

not technological outputs and cooperation with industry. Researchers who joined the 

program did so mainly for additional funding and to gain new research equipment. What 

further fueled this negative outcome was restrictive policy rules of the program. The 

outcome of the program was therefore that only research benefitted from the program, while 

industrial collaboration and development was scarce. (Švarc, Lažnjak & Perkovic’, 2011) 

A limiting factor that allowed these unanticipated and undesirable consequences to occur 

was basic values of the researchers. The researchers participated in the program to gain an 

increased funding, which indicates the researchers acted through the basic value of securing 

their own interests. However, analyzing from the perspective of the agents (the government 

introducing the policy change), myopia explains the consequences. By only focusing on 

improving the collaboration between researchers and organizations, the governmental 

agents failed to consider that the policy would be too restrictive to encourage researchers to 

encourage organizations to join the program. This then resulted in low participation of 

organizations, and low benefits for organizational activities. 

While studying how governmental ICT use affect corruption, Satish Krishnan, Thompson 

Teo, and Vivien Lim (2013) found that innovation in ICT, within the government, can cause 

environmental degradation. Not directly, but as a tertiary consequence due to an increase in 

economic prosperity after corruption decrease. They confirmed economic prosperity 

increasing environmental degradation and that decreased corruption increases economic 

prosperity through data they gathered from several governmental sources. Finally, they 

confirmed that ICT use, and innovation in those technologies, within governmental 

functions decrease corruption in the government. (Krishnan, Teo & Lim, 2013) 

The limiting factor through which the negative consequence, environmental degradation, 

can occur through policy changes within the government is myopia. When agents change the 

policies through which the government conduct its actions into more modern solutions with 

ICT, the agents act through the purpose of only improving the practices. By focusing on the 

improvement of actions, the agents will cause environmental degradation if this is not 

considered. However, since this is a limiting factor about governmental agents, as de Zwart 
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(2015) argued, they should know better to not make uninformed and myopic decisions. 

Therefore, these consequences are accepted tentatively. 

4.2.1.2 Organizational policy change 

Alison Hirst (2011) studied unintended consequences of hot-desking in an office. Hot-

desking is a new type of office practice where every desk is designed to be available for 

everyone. Employees can choose whichever place in the office they want, and the idea is to 

change working place from day to day. Hirst (2011) found negative consequences with the 

arrangement as some employees were more open to change seats than others. Some 

employees chose to only work in one seat without changing. First, problem she observed was 

that employees were forced to engage with other employees in proximity to their chosen seat. 

Those employees were not always someone who could be close working friends. The setting 

contributed to de-socializing within the office making it harder to work as close teams. 

Choosing, or finding, a seat could sometimes take time. A preferred spot could be taken, and 

another had to be chosen. Also, since supplies and personal work-related equipment were 

stored in one place, those had to be gotten before finding a seat. These practices were 

thought to be unnecessary practices consuming time off work. The hot-desking environment 

were considered as a reduced commitment to the workers. A reduced sense of commitment 

to the organization emerged as a result. Finally, as some workers settled in specific desks 

thus breaking “the rules”, it created a disadvantage to those who complied to the mobility. 

(Hirst, 2011) 

Limiting factors that can explain this office policy change is lack of foreknowledge and habit. 

By introducing this policy innovation, not enough research has been done to find every 

possible outcome of the change. Hot-desking was an experiment for the company that they 

expected would improve on the old. However, negative consequences emerged when 

employees adapted to the situation. Some unexpected due to lack of foreknowledge and 

some through habit. Employees choosing to use only the same seating, did it through the 

convenience of habit. This negative behavior not only broke office policy, but caused 

irritation among the co-workers. Habit can also explain why some employees felt that 

conversing with certain co-workers would not be acceptable. Through previous expectations 

and continued habit, it was thought to be unacceptable to talk to other people than those 

within the own team. 
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4.2.2 Personalization technologies 

In a study about personalization of online services and privacy concerns, Chung Lee and 

David Cranage (2011) found a potential undesirable effect to stakeholders. In their research, 

they studied perceptions of privacy in personalized online travel services finding a small 

possibility of customers expressing privacy concerns of private information disclosure in 

exchange for personalization. The consequences are potential since they did not find a 

linkage between privacy concerns and the target group. They pointed it out in their 

limitations where they emphasized their target group was homogenous consisting of only 

college students, and that the findings cannot be generalized to the entire population of 

personalized online services. However, managers implementing personalization technology 

into their services should consider taking necessary precautions about keeping the 

information private and within the company only. If these are ignored, stakeholders will be 

subject to undesirable consequences in the form of uncertainty and fear. (Lee & Cranage, 

2011) 

While studying the digitization of healthcare, Catherine Anderson and Ritu Agarwal (2011) 

found a consequence where the customers of a healthcare service could potentially disclose 

unwanted information about their health to a system of healthcare services through allowing 

a professional to store the data in a universal database. Although the intentions with the 

databases are to create a faster and unified service within healthcare, the client could later 

regret disclosing the information. Specially if the information is disclosed in an emotional 

state and the client have had a difficult illness in the past. (Anderson & Agarwal, 2011) 

With the databases being open, not only to the hospital sector, but to several companies 

within the health sector (Anderson & Agarwal, 2011), a concern for privacy is more elevated. 

Personal information disclosed in an emotional state that is distributed to unwanted 

instances is a concern if the companies abuse the information. Absolute privacy is not 

guaranteed either, to store something somewhere else than a detached USB drive for 

example involves a certain risk, there is no fool-proof system (Anderson & Agarwal, 2011). 

The unanticipated and undesirable consequences of personalization technologies are caused 

by information not kept private within the company or instance in which it was disclosed. 

Customers will experience these negative consequences. If the instance is not as secure as it 

was initially perceived, the stakeholder will experience uncertainty, fear or regret. Both lack 

of foreknowledge and myopia applies to these consequences. If an organization acquires 
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information from their customers with the intention of improving personalized information, 

but the information is later stolen or used in a differing context, the negative consequences 

will emerge. Organizations applying the technology acting myopic by only expecting total 

security, can lose the information without precautions. Also, if the organization applies the 

technology without the knowledge of protection, negative consequences will occur. 

Customers finding organizations lacking protection will experience these consequences if 

they disclosed personal information. 

4.2.3 Platform technologies 

Research about platform technologies have found negative consequences affecting both to 

customers and to employees. The consequences to customers are presented and analyzed 

first followed by the presentation and analysis of consequences to employees. 

4.2.3.1 Consequences to customers 

The study by Neil Pollock, Robin Williams, Luciana D’Adderio, and Christine Grimm (2009) 

presents a case where an organization implemented a platform technology (portal) which 

changed the way service is done. Previously customers would contact local shops with 

service inquiries, now the service requests are put into an online portal where service can be 

done all around the world. This implementation brought many advantages to the customers, 

however negative consequences, delayed service and increased responsibility, also emerged. 

When customers submit an issue into the portal, they either get an answer directly or the 

answer is delayed due to an effect Pollock et al. (2009) calls the “ping-pong” effect. In the 

worst case, the issue is transferred between several technicians around the globe for many 

weeks. This delay occurs as technicians either lack the right knowledge and finding the right 

technician is not made easy, or the customer is “taught a lesson” for their previous unruly 

behavior (Pollock et al., 2009). The responsibility of the customers was increased, especially 

if the priority of the service request was put on the highest setting. With this setting, the 

service company required the customer to be constantly available, even during the night 

(Pollock et al., 2009). If this requirement was not met, the service company could decrease 

the importance and deliver a solution with a delay. The customers were also required to have 

more knowledge than before. Both when customers needed an answer about the original 

software, and when customers were required to solve their problem themselves due to a 

customization failure (Pollock et al., 2009).  
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Corey Angst, Sarv Devaraj, and John D’Arcy (2012) studied management system and IT use 

within healthcare and how it affects the service and the performance of hospitals. They were 

surprised to find that adoption of administrative IT is negatively associated with 

interpersonal care. The data contradicted their prediction they made before the study. They 

reasoned that the negative relationship was due to professionals not utilizing the technology 

to a great enough extent to warrant for benefits. In a post-hoc analysis they also found that 

too much or not enough technology reduces the level of interpersonal care. Therefore, there 

is a limit to how much technology can assist in patient care where too much of it takes time 

from interacting with the patient enough. They also recognized it takes time to learn the use 

of the technology. If hospitals invest too much into technology innovations, the employees 

do not have enough time to learn the technology before a new device is introduced and more 

learning is required. They also found that patients could feel the technology intrusive. If the 

doctor is more engaged in the IT devices than the patients, the relationship between them is 

reduced. (Angst, Devaraj & D’Arcy, 2012) 

Implementing platform technologies can affect customers negatively through the lack of 

foreknowledge, habit, and myopic limiting factors. When employees start to use the platform 

in an unexpected way, teaching customers a lesson for example, the customer will encounter 

a negative service experience. The lack of foreknowledge explains this event, but when the 

negative consequences continue even though corrective measures have been taken (Pollock 

et al., 2009), habit is the next explaining factor. Employees can continue with the negative 

action due to habitual behavior. The negative consequences can also occur due to myopic 

thought. If the implementing company is creating the platform only with good intentions 

without further thought, the consequences can occur due to myopia. Both consequences to 

customers within the research by Pollock et al. (2009) can occur due to myopic thought. 

Further, the consequences found by Angst, Devaraj and D’Arcy (2012) are also results of 

myopic thought. Introducing the technology was only expected and thought to be beneficial 

for the customers and the practitioners, and that investing into new machines fast would 

improve the care. Therefore, the myopic actions of faster investments caused unanticipated 

undesirable consequences to the customers. 

4.2.3.2 Consequences to employees 

Anne Beaudry & Alain Pinsonneault (2010) found a connection where anxiety emotions 

toward IT affected its use negatively through their research about emotions within IT use. 
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The connection resulted in a model where anxiety is both directly and indirectly tied with IT 

use. They found that the total level of anxiety is determined by the negative effect of anxiety 

itself, the positive effect of social support and the negative effect of distancing from IT 

(Beaudry & Pinsonneault, 2010). Therefore, if an organization introduce new IT, and if an 

employee or employees have anxiety toward IT, their anxiety will increase without social 

support. In other words, if managers do not foresee the anxiety and provide necessary social 

support, the anxiety of the employees will increase towards the usage of new IT. The 

implementation of the system will result in undesirable consequences to the employees. 

Christian Maier, Sven Laumer, Andreas Eckhardt, and Tim Weitzel (2013) found relating 

results where implementing a human resource information system can yield negative 

consequences. First, professionals can feel that implementing such a system is threatening 

and annoying. With employees perceiving a system threatening, working satisfaction is 

decreased and turnover intentions is increased (Maier et al., 2013). Mikko Valorinta (2009) 

found related results about system implementation and development. His findings involved 

a consequence through a self-defeating prediction when employees settle with an 

implemented system with the mindset that the system is too complicated to change further. 

In the implementing organization, a prediction that the new system would be too 

complicated to develop further when finished, lead to employees starting to believe this 

prediction. With reduced efforts of improvement, the changed perceptions of the employees 

then reduced their satisfaction of the implemented system (Valorinta, 2009).  Further 

reasons for decreased satisfaction, found by Maier et al. (2013), are; difficulty of system use, 

un-usefulness of the system and general negativity toward the system. Of the first two 

effects, Arun rai and Rob Hornyak (2013) found further findings in their study where a 

sourcing enterprise system could affect employee satisfaction if the system did not fulfill the 

needs of the work. For example, the findings showed that if the work process 

interdependence is high, such system use will lower professional satisfaction. System use in 

these cases did not capture all relevant information the professionals needed to decide, on 

the contrary it created more work for the professionals, which then lowered the satisfaction. 

Another case where Rai and Hornyak (2013) also found reduced satisfaction was work where 

the system use for enterprise governance is high in an environment with high work process 

interdependence. Professionals were not able to customize contracts to a high enough degree 

for the system to be useful. Rai and Hornyak (2013) found some managers circumventing 

the system and therefore breaking organization code to complete their tasks. 
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Almudena Cañibano (2013) also found negative consequences to employees with platform 

technology. If innovation is done within platforms and if working involves platforms, it is 

possible that co-workers start trusting their peers less. Competitiveness between employees 

increases if innovation is done within platforms as co-workers think the successful 

innovators are working less on their normal tasks. They feel their peers who innovate has 

more free-time than themselves, which enables the innovators to be successful. Social 

acceptance can therefore reduce with platform innovation use (Cañibano, 2013). 

Finally, Pollock et al. (2009) found a negative consequence to employees which was enabled 

by the implemented system. The consequence is a result of the endowed user within the 

system where the customers can raise the level of importance of service requests if the 

situation enabled it (Pollock et al., 2009). Unhappy customers could increase the stress of 

the technicians, sometimes without reason. Pollock et al. (2009) found some customers 

abusing their powers by raising the level of service importance in the system, even though 

they did not have a valid reason for the escalation. Situations where the customer is raising, 

or threatening to raise, the level of importance without reason would cause excess stress to 

the employees (Pollock et al., 2009). Employees would either try to find a solution to a 

nonexistent problem, or try to prove the customer was indeed abusing their powers.  

The negative consequences to employees are therefore; anxiety, reduced satisfaction, 

increased stress, and reduced social acceptance. These consequences are mediated through 

the factors of lack of foreknowledge, myopia, self-defeating prediction, and habit. Lack of 

foreknowledge about the platform technologies is the limiting factor of anxiety to employees 

since they are unsure about the new implementations the system provides. By not knowing 

how the new system will change the employees’ day to day activities, anxiety within them 

increases with substantial changes. The anxiety can also be a consequence due to habit. 

While working with a familiar system for a long time, employees will develop habits where 

they know the layout of the old system. Implementing a new system can therefore break the 

employee habits resulting in anxiety towards the new and unknown system. Lack of 

foreknowledge is also the limiting factor of reduced satisfaction. If agents implement a 

system without full knowledge of the needs of the employees, unanticipated and undesirable 

consequences occur. Since every element of the employee work is not covered by the system, 

reduced satisfaction will follow. Reduced satisfaction can be a consequence of a self-

defeating prediction. If rumors and descriptions about a new system show great complexity, 
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employees can experience reduced satisfaction from the new implementation. If the system 

is used with different intentions than what was expected, employees will experience 

increased amounts of stress. Myopic thought in system design therefore cause negative 

consequences to employees. Finally, lack of foreknowledge is an limiting factor of reduced 

social acceptance. By implementing a platform for innovation, a change agent is expecting 

better collaboration, not problems between workers. Without knowledge of employee 

behavior, the result is unanticipated. 

4.2.4 Information technologies 

Cameras and other similar technologies has become more common in the everyday life of 

modern countries. These technologies enable people to document their lives, everyday 

situations and more. The documenting can lead to many consequences, some of them good, 

others bad. Esther Prins (2010) studied undesirable consequences of such technology while 

she reviewed her previous research about participatory photography. In her research, 

cameras were given to participants for them to document events of their everyday life. The 

introduction of the cameras introduced the following negative consequences to the 

participants and to the community they lived in. Participants experienced suspicion, timidity 

and ridicule from the community (Prins, 2010). As cameras was an innovation that was not 

in common usage within the community, these consequences occurred. Even though the 

research mainly focused on the small community with less knowledge about this technology, 

Prins (2010) posed concerns about cameras in the modern world. She expressed the 

possibility that cameras can be used to gather harmful information, especially since they are 

available for everyone at an affordable price with mobile phones. Therefore, a technology 

which enables the documentation of everything can result in negative consequences. 

Another surprising finding about information technology was found by Michael Jørgensen 

and Ulrik Jørgensen (2009). They studied three environments of technology and found that 

innovations within green technology in Denmark related to ICT are mostly related to 

optimization in energy and resource usage, rather than reductions in overall environmental 

impacts. They also found that ICT innovations produce an increasing amount of electronic 

waste, which is the opposite of the desired effects of environmentally friendly solutions. 

Within biology innovation Jørgensen & Jørgensen (2009) found that biological resources 

are of a limited availability where fuel production in the energy sector and food production 

compete with the use of production land. Finally, within nanotechnology Jørgensen & 
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Jørgensen (2009) found that there is a national concern of the technology itself, both within 

environmental and health research. The foresight analysis of the field showed that the 

research is only to some extent addressing the environmental potentials of the field, despite 

frequent references to them. The environmental potentials are not likely to be pursued by 

researchers without policy action. Finally, Jørgensen & Jørgensen (2009) state that 

simplistic solutions are not an answer to environmental problems, they might create 

problems instead of preventing them. 

Jan Bolderdijk, Linda Steg, and Tom Postmes (2013) studied consequences of monitoring 

technologies within organization use, how it affects the employees. They found that 

awareness of the capabilities of the monitoring technology affects the perception of the 

employees. The more employees know for what the technology will be used, the more 

favorably they will perceive the technology. Additionally, the perceived benefit for the 

employee also change the concerns employees might have.  Anticipating monitoring 

technologies will benefit the employees, will affect them to perceive such technologies more 

favorably. The negative unanticipated consequences of monitoring technology are privacy 

concerns of employees, and reduced satisfaction with the employer. (Bolderdijk, Steg & 

Postmes, 2013). 

Consequences of information technologies affect community members, the environment 

and employees. Community members can be subject of unwanted surveillance through the 

misuse of the technology. The limiting factors of these consequences is the lack of 

foreknowledge, and myopia. Considering cameras through the perspective of the research 

by Prins (2010), introducing them to a community with close to no experience of the 

technology without thorough research on possible consequences, will result in unwanted 

consequences. Additionally, if agents introduce camera technology by only considering the 

possible possibilities, negative consequences follow. Innovation within information 

technology businesses can cause environmental degradation. These consequences are the 

result of myopia as the agents are introducing the technologies by only considering what the 

technologies will solve, not additional consequences of the introduced technologies to the 

environment themselves. Some revolutionary technologies can have causes due to lack of 

foreknowledge, for example when developments are made without the knowledge of what 

the final usage of that innovation is. Finally, introducing monitoring technology with myopic 

reasons will result in negative consequences to the employees.  
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4.2.5 Communication technologies 

Communication technologies can be both mobile technologies and other technologies that 

enables communication. These technologies can cause stress through many consequences. 

It is a recurring consequence in many articles found in this study, both as the primary 

consequence researched in the articles, and as a later generation of consequence through 

other primary consequences. Monideepa Tarafdar, Quiang Tu, and T.S. Ragu-Nathan (2010) 

researched technostress in their research where they found evidence of factors that cause 

stress and other additional undesirable consequences. They encompassed five first-order 

constructs for stress caused by technology (technostress); Techno-overload, Techno-

invasion, Techno-complexity, Techno-insecurity, and Techno-uncertainty. The first 

construct, Techno-overload, represents consequences where technology overloads the users. 

Overload cause by technology was also found by Ofir Turel, Alexander Serenko and Nick 

Bontis (2011) who studied mobile e-mail use for work purposes. A first-generation 

consequence they found was addiction to the technology. When users are addicted to the 

technology, stress is a consequence that follow with time. Constant use of mobile e-mail use 

exhausts the user and leads to stress. Suprateek Sarker, Xiao Xiao, Saonee Sarker, and 

Manju Ahuja (2012) also found that mobile e-mail cause stress as a later generation 

consequence. They found that the technology enables constant connectivity, which raise 

expectations of both customers and co-workers. Through this constant connectivity, Sarker 

et al. (2012) showed that it can lead to overload as fatigue and finally stress as customers 

and co-workers can expect replies to messages immediately. Melissa Mazmanian, Wanda 

Orlikowski and JoAnne Yates (2013) confirms this finding, mobile communication 

technologies can feel intrusive when they are always connected with messages and calls 

coming in, sometimes even at inconvenient times. They further explained that through the 

means of habit, the expectations of constant availability are raised. In their study, they found 

professionals who admitted to sometimes being up at 4am answering work related 

messages. Mazmanian, Orlikowski and Yates (2013) theorized that the profession of 

knowledge workers could be transitioning into a type where only professionals with 

personalities who put work in front of personal time can survive. 

Cañibano (2013) also found consequences leading to techno-overload, however from an 

organization system with communication built in. With the system, co-workers are always 

able to see which employees are in front of their computers and if they are occupied by 

another work-related activity such as a meeting. With this information, the co-workers could 
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send messages through the system and book meetings in free spaces. These activities then 

led to some employees being overloaded with work to such an extent that they could miss 

lunch. The system displayed the messages coming in directly in a popup window causing 

negative feelings for employees. With the constant inflow, employees could be overloaded 

with questions. Finally, if an employee used the system to ask a question, several differing 

answers could be given. That employee then had to do additional work to find which answer 

was correct. In addition to fatigue and lack of energy, musculoskeletal problems were also 

found as a result of increased time sitting and decreased exercise. (Cañibano, 2013)  

Communication technologies can blur the boundaries between work- and personal life. 

Tarafdar, Tu and Ragu-Nathan (2010) used Techno-invasion as a description of the 

phenomenon. Turel, Serenko & Bontis (2011) found that mobile e-mail technologies can 

cause this blurring between personal- and family life. Mazmanian, Orlikowski and Yates 

(2012) found communication technologies causing similar problems. Technologies enables 

professionals to check incoming messages and updates immediately when they come in, 

even outside normal working time. This leads to a diminished personal- and family life for 

the professionals. When the communication devices are constantly kept close and checked 

as fast as updates or new messages appear, these problems emerge (Turel, Serenko & Bontis, 

2011; Sarker et al., 2012; Mazmanian, Orlikowski & Yates, 2012). With a growing interest in 

the communication technologies through the means of habit, less time is left to other 

activities. Coordination between workers, especially when scattered throughout the world, 

is also more difficult and can lead to further complications with the blurred boundaries 

(Sarker et al., 2012). By valuing their work more than their personal- and family life, it causes 

friction between the relations of work, family and friends. 

The more complex introduced technologies are, the more stress it causes to employees. 

Tarafdar, Tu and Ragu-Nathan (2010) found evidence of this within their research where 

their respondents expressed concerns of younger employees knowing more than them, them 

not learning fast enough, and the technology reducing the employee speed. With the 

concerns the employees feel more stress about being able to keep their jobs and spending 

more time learning the complex systems rather than using them (Tarafdar, Tu and Ragu-

Nathan, 2010). Tarafdar, Tu and Ragu-Nathan (2010) also found that insecurity about new 

technologies being introduced can cause stress. If something new is constantly introduced, 

employees feel insecure about their position as they are unable to use the technologies 
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efficiently and fall behind their co-workers similarly to the techno-complexity construct. It 

increases stress when the employees are insecure about them being able to keep the position. 

Finally, Tarafdar, Tu and Ragu-Nathan (2010) found evidence of uncertainty increasing 

stress. If the organization technology is constantly updated, the employees can feel uncertain 

about the technologies and if they have the current knowledge of the working environment. 

Employees can feel anxious about their lack of knowledge increasing their stress levels.  

These results about mobile communication- & communication technologies found many 

consequences, all of which lead to stress if they are not addressed. Both managers and 

employees are affected by the technology innovations different agents introduce. The 

limiting factors through which the consequences emerge are lack of foreknowledge, habit, 

myopia, and basic values. The first construct, techno-overload, is mediated through the 

factors lack of foreknowledge and habit. If the mobile technologies are introduced by agents 

with expectations that it will aid employees to be able to work where they want, lack of 

foreknowledge explain the stress partially. The agents have not put enough thought into 

possible consequences to find this negative consequence. Employees experiencing stress 

because of the introduced technology, can also be explained through habit. Both the habit 

exercised by the employee and the customers. With more and more availability, employees, 

customers or co-workers become accustomed to being constantly connected. The second 

construct, techno-invasion or blurred boundaries, is the outcome through the limiting 

factors of habit and basic values. By employees becoming more addicted to the technology, 

and by them developing the habit to immediately check incoming messages, personal- and 

family lives become less important. Analyzing from the perspective of the agent introducing 

the technology, basic values where the mobile phones would be introduced for work-time 

use only, will cause negative consequences. At first, the technologies will be used as 

intended, but when employees discover that it is possible to catch up with work at home for 

example, the negative consequences appear. The third and the fourth construct, techno-

complexity and techno-insecurity, are results of myopic thought by change agents. The 

introduction of new technology without consultation with employees will cause negative 

consequences. By only considering immediate improvements the technologies will provide, 

the later consequences employees face can be negative. Without proper education on the 

new devices and systems, stress creating negative consequences will occur. Finally, techno-

uncertainty, is the result of lack of foreknowledge and basic values. If the innovations are 
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introduced without a full understanding of consequences, employees can experience stress 

with managers pondering about what the technologies will accomplish. If the innovations 

turn out to provide more than expected, jobs can be cut from several employees. Basic values 

can be the limiting factor if the innovations are introduced with the purpose of modernizing 

an organization. With the innovations modernizing the company, employees again can feel 

uncertainty and stress about their own future. 

The physical problems that were found can be explained through the factors lack of 

foreknowledge and myopia. With the introduction of a communication system integrated 

into the organization, symptoms of fatigue, musculoskeletal problems and other similar 

consequences can emerge. With employees sitting down more hours than before due to an 

increased usage of the computer, the limiting factor that lead to these consequences are 

myopia. With agents introducing these innovations by only considering the positive, faster 

and easier, communication capabilities of the system, events will lead to results of negative 

consequences. Also, with the lack of comprehensive research on possible usage of these 

systems, unanticipated and undesirable consequences will follow. 

4.2.6 Teleworking 

Innovation within information and communication technologies (ICT) for organizational 

purposes can have negative consequences, Shruti Sardeshmukh, Dheeraj Sharma, and 

Timothy Golden (2012) found evidence of such consequences. Studying telework in a large 

company, they found unwanted consequences of the teleworking practices. First, the role 

ambiguity increased for the teleworkers. While working away from office the workers 

experienced difficulties in communication. It is more challenging to express emotional cues 

through the electronic communication technologies compared to a face-to-face interaction, 

which result in uncertainty for the workers. Second, those who work outside of the office are 

more likely to be given less feedback. Challenges with expressing clearly through electronic 

communication and being away from the office can leave the workers feeling ‘cut-off’ from 

the work. Finally, social support received from other workers is likely to decrease. When the 

worker is not present at the office where the other workers are, and since the worker is 

relying upon electronic communication, the support is decreased. Other workers can also be 

less satisfied with the teleworkers and trust them less due to the reduction of communication 

means. All the consequences lead to increased exhaustion for the teleworkers. They might 

also feel like they must contribute more, both because they have been granted the freedom 
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to work from home by the employee, and to feel more valued by their peers working at the 

workplace. This can lead to time pressures for the teleworker. (Sardeshmukh, Sharma & 

Golden, 2012) 

Christine Grant, Louise Wallace, and Peter Spurgeon (2013) found similar negative 

consequences with remote e-working. The first consequence was addiction to work. Some of 

their respondents admitted having difficulties switching off and working too much when 

working remotely. The addiction then affects personal- and family time of the workers as 

work takes over more time than previously. Since it is possible to drown into the computer 

and ignore the surrounding while working at home, personal relations suffer. They also 

found that workers health is affected differently while working from home. Sitting behavior 

is increased as the worker is moving around less. Social health is affected negatively when 

addiction occurs, and if communication is reduced. Some workers found using technologies 

to communicate was not sufficient and felt face-to-face communication would benefit them 

more. Working remotely enables working even while sick, in the long term this can cause 

serious health troubles. Increased risks of burnout were also found in the study due to the 

increased pressures and decreased support. (Grant, Walace & Spurgeon, 2013) 

Cañibano (2013) also found negative consequences with teleworking technologies. Negative 

consequences existed in all three categories she studied (physical, psychological and social). 

A negative physical consequence she found was musculoskeletal problems. While working 

from home, workers might not have the same standard of office equipment to sit in which 

cause injuries in prolonged use. If the worker also moves and exercise less, similar problems 

can occur. Psychological problems found in the study are increased stress. The boundaries 

between work- and personal time is blurred when workers have difficulties to stop working. 

Finally, the study found that social well-being is reduced from teleworking. Personal 

relations with co-workers is more difficult to maintain since workers do not see each other 

during the work days. Cooperation is more difficult as face-to-face communication is 

diminished and the teleworker can experience getting less information while working at 

home. Distrust is also expressed by co-workers and managers who feel the teleworker is 

doing less at home. (Cañibano, 2013) 

The limiting factors causing the negative consequences with teleworking technologies are 

lack of foreknowledge and myopia. Musculoskeletal problems occur when the change agents 

(employers or employees) lack enough information about all outcomes that are possible. If 
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an employee teleworking is only sitting at home rather than using the spare time gained from 

reduced commutes, problems emerge. Lack of foreknowledge explain communication 

problems and reduced amounts of feedback as well. As the technologies were meant to 

improve communication, expecting a reduced part of communication was unexpected.  

These consequences can also be caused by myopia if the change agents think the employees’ 

lives will change towards more freedoms. But, instead it turns out to increase pressures of 

outperforming previous performance, then unwanted consequences emerge. This myopic 

force simultaneously explains the psychological and the social consequences. 

Outperforming due to myopic thought about more freedom raises pressures of other 

activities, spending time with friends and family-time for example. Professionals with 

families can experience even more pressure if they stress about increased work and about 

decreased time with friends and family.  

4.2.7 Online application technologies 

An unanticipated and undesirable consequence resulted from myopic action was found by 

Antonio García-Izquierdo, Herman Aguinis, and Pedro Ramos-Villagrasa (2010). They 

researched the use of online application forms of large Spanish organizations before and 

after new legislation implementation regarding equal employment opportunity. They found 

the organizations used a substantial amount of questions in their online application forms 

that are “...potentially discriminatory and unfair, intrusive, and invasive of applicants’ 

privacy.” (García-Izquierdo et al., 2010). They researched the organizations’ question forms 

before and after the implementation of the new legislation. They found evidence that the 

organization had not changed their questions after the implementation of the new legislation 

which suggests a gap between science and practice. (García-Izquierdo, Aguinis & Ramos-

Villagrasa, 2010) 

These findings suggest the unanticipated undesirable consequence of unfair treatment of 

applicants. Since the organizations decide to gather information that are beneficial to them 

while making hiring decisions, they ac upon basic values important only to them. As they 

are not considering consequences that are outside the scope of their intentions these 

undesirable consequences occur. Even after the implementation of the new legislation, the 

organizations had not changed their practices. As García-Izquierdo, Aguinis & Ramos-

Villagrasa (2010) predicted, the organizations are not going to change their practices before 

substantial and costly lawsuits. This suggest the organizations are acting myopic by only 
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being interested in the immediate consequences. The results are generating unanticipated 

and undesirable consequences both to the organizations and to the applicants. 

4.2.8 Internet blogging 

Aghil Ameripour, Brian Nicholson, and Michael Newman (2010) found unanticipated and 

undesirable consequences when bloggers started blogging about important values for them, 

and through the blogs trying to change the legislation of the country. While studying the 

conviviality of Internet social networks in Iran, they found that the bloggers used convivial 

tools to try to circumvent the undesirable consequences the government implemented when 

trying to censor the bloggers. These undesirable consequences are restrictions to internet 

speed and countering legislation towards blogging with negative tones of the government’s 

policies and legislation. (Ameripour, Nicholson & Newman 2010) 

The consequences described by Ameripour et al. (2010) are results of the limiting factors 

basic values. The bloggers concerns, while starting blogging about legislation and policy 

changes, were only about changes towards a life closer to their values. As they were not 

concerned about the following consequences of their actions, the consequences are results 

of basic values. The technology being introduced in this study is initially the internet, 

following with the blogging platforms in the internet. That makes the government the initial 

agent for the internet, but the bloggers, as stakeholders, the agents for this technology. 

Therefore, the consequences of the introduction of blogging platforms is the innovation of 

interest. The undesirable consequences affect each stakeholder of the internet in Iran as 

everyone using it is involved within the restrictions of speed. Also, all bloggers who is 

expressing differing views, from those of the government, is affected by the new policies 

introduced by the government. 

4.3 Construction of the model 

The construction of the model involves three layers of variables. Each of these layers 

represent one relevant part for this research. The first layer represents the technologies that 

have had innovations, which led to unanticipated and undesirable consequences for some 

stakeholder. The technologies follow the theming pattern used to categorize the analysis. 

The second layer display the stakeholders who are affected by unanticipated and undesirable 

consequences of the innovations within the technologies presented in the first layer. 

Between the layers, connecting lines show the relationships between technology and affected 
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stakeholder. The third layer is an investigative analysis of themes of consequences and 

effects which caused those consequences. From the second layer, a line connects the 

stakeholder to a theme of consequences through a box of limiting factors that induced the 

consequences. Finally, a distinction of environments is made to visualize which technologies 

cause consequences for the environment within organizations, and which technologies affect 

the environment outside organizations. This distinction aid organizations and researchers 

in determining which stakeholders to consider when innovation occur. 

4.3.1 The themes of stakeholders 

Through the gathered data, six themes of stakeholders could be identified. These are; 

Employees, Customers, The Environment, Applicants, Citizens, and Entrepreneurs. The 

employees theme encompasses individuals who work for the company where an innovation 

is introduced or developed. The position that individual holds is not relevant, as most 

consequences are applicable to employees holding either managerial or worker level 

responsibility. Every employee who is in contact with, or uses, the technology is affected with 

some degree from the unanticipated and undesirable consequences. Employees of customer 

companies are not included in the Employees theme but into the Customers theme instead. 

The Customers theme also include individuals who have bought something from the 

company making them stakeholders of the company. The Environment theme consider 

everything outside the facilities of an innovating company, relevant to the nature, water, and 

air. Pollution and damage to forests for example. The Applicants theme involves all 

individuals who apply to the company who has developed or introduced an innovation. An 

innovation that resulted in negative consequences for applicants found from the research 

cases was an online application technology. The Citizens theme consider every citizen at a 

specific country adopting an innovation. For this research, the innovations were policy 

changes and governmental ICT adoption, but it could be other innovations as well. Finally, 

Entrepreneurs who were found within only one study, are organizations and entrepreneurs 

affected by an innovation policy program initiated in Croatia. These policy programs can 

affect other countries, who introduce policies without considering consequences of a broad 

spectrum. 

4.3.2 The themes of consequences 

Through the analysis, several types of consequences were found. For a better illustration, 

the consequences are categorized in the three themes originally suggested by Cañibano 
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(2013) for consequences to the employees and the customers, and two themes for 

consequences to the environment, citizens, job applicants and entrepreneurs. The themes 

for employees and customers are; Physical consequences, Psychological consequences and 

Social consequences. The first theme, Physical consequences, represent all the 

consequences that harm or affect stakeholders’ physical health and well-being. These are 

consequences that cause negative physical symptoms “…like headaches, muscular soreness, 

fatigue, eyesight problems, cardiovascular diseases, etc.” (Danna & Griffin cited in Cañibano, 

2013), or reduce positive feelings “…such as energy and strength” (Macik-Frey et al. cited in 

Cañibano, 2013). This theme also includes physical consequences that are not related to 

human problems. Such consequences are delayed service for several types of customers and 

increased workload for example. These consequences can affect individuals within an 

organization, employees in customer organizations, or customers of an organization who are 

in direct- or indirect contact with the technology that has changed. The second theme, 

Psychological consequences, encompass all consequences that refer “…to people’s self-

described happiness, including positive states such as enthusiasm or cheerfulness, as well as 

negative states like depression, distress or anxiety” (Warr cited in Cañibano, 2013). These 

consequences can affect individuals within an organization or customers of an organization. 

The third theme, Social consequences, are consequences that focus on “social integration 

(feeling part of the community), social acceptance (trusting other people) and social 

coherence (understanding social processes)” (Keyes cited in Cañibano, 2013). These 

consequences can affect employees within an organization, employees’ and their families, 

and customers of organizations within Iran. 

The two remaining themes of consequences are for consequences to the environment, and 

the entrepreneurs, the job applicants and the citizens. Negative consequences to the 

environment, are all consequences, that cause damage to the environment and elements 

within the environment (such as animals). Only two studies were found, that described 

unanticipated and undesirable consequences to the environment. For citizens, two case 

studies were found to describe unanticipated and undesirable consequences to the 

stakeholder. Finally, both for entrepreneurs, and for job applicants, only one research each 

was found that showed unanticipated and undesirable consequences to those stakeholders.  
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4.3.2.1 Consequences to employees 

The technologies that have consequences to employees are the following: policy change, 

platform-, information-, mobile communication- & communication technologies and 

teleworking. These technologies caused the following types of consequences: less social 

behaviors, reduced appreciation, unnecessary work (Policy change), anxiety, reduced 

satisfaction, increased stress and reduced social acceptance (Platform), privacy concerns 

and reduced satisfaction (Information), stress caused by overload, stress caused by invasion, 

stress caused by complexity and stress caused by uncertainty (mobile communication & 

communication), musculoskeletal problems, reduced feedback and communication, 

increased pressure on performing, stress (Teleworking). 

4.3.2.2 Consequences to customers 

The technologies that have consequences to customers are the following: personalization- 

and platform technologies. These technologies caused the following types of consequences: 

privacy concerns of uncertainty and fear, regret (Personalization technologies), service 

delay, reduced quality of service, increased responsibilities (Platform technologies). 

4.3.2.3 Consequences to the environment 

The technologies that have consequences to the environment are the following: ICT 

innovations within the government and information technologies. These technologies cause 

the following types of consequences: environmental degradation, increased amount of 

electronic waste, unclear effects of nanotechnologies. 

4.3.2.4 Consequences to citizens, job applicants, and entrepreneurs 

The consequences to these themes are more specific due to the nature of the consequences. 

They are grouped as following; Citizens of Spain are affected due to policy change, citizens 

of a nation changing environmental policies that affect flying (especially unfair for the poorer 

citizens), job applicants with unfair questions in online application forms, citizens of Iran 

due to internet blogging with reduced internet speed and reduced freedom of speech 

(possibly prosecution), and entrepreneurs of Croatia who were treated more unfair than 

researchers within an innovation policy program. 
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4.3.3 First interpretation of the model 

This first model, seen in figure 2, concludes the findings of the 26 cases in a descriptive 

network. The themes are connected through lines that show the connections between 

technology and stakeholders, and between stakeholders and consequences. The connections 

between stakeholders and consequences are explained with limiting factors that caused the 

unanticipated and undesirable consequences to the stakeholders. This model is a first 

version, a summary of the analysis, which is developed further in the next subchapter 4.3.4. 

This model functions as a base for the expanded model, to which generations of 

consequences will be added. 
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Figure 2  Model of technological innovations that have, or can, cause unanticipated and undesirable consequences to 
stakeholders explained through the limiting factors by Merton (1936). 
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4.3.4 Generations and Giddens structures 

Within the cases, different generation consequences were found as Rogers (1983) suggested 

through his research on innovation diffusion. The unanticipated and undesirable 

consequences could emerge as direct consequences from the innovation, or they could 

emerge as a later generation consequence through other consequences. In the model, this is 

illustrated by the different connecting lines. First generation consequences are represented 

by a standard line, and second- or later-generation consequences are displayed by a dashed 

line. If a theme of technology has consequences of both first- and second-generation 

consequences, they are displayed with a bold line. 

Giddens (1984) structuration is most evident through one of the consequences leading to a 

second-generation consequence through the first. The finding by Pollock et al. (2009) of one 

consequence leading to the same consequence in a later-generation, despite corrective 

measures, is an example of Giddens (1984) duality of structure. The employees in the case 

used their knowledge of the existing structure to change it into a new within the boundaries 

of the rules that were set. Analyzing from the perspective of the management as the agents 

of this innovation, “preventative rules”, they did not have total knowledge of the whole 

situation. Without the total knowledge, the employees could change the structure into 

something more suitable for them, hence the unanticipated consequence “delayed services” 

continued to exist within the platform innovation.  

Another study that present a clear case of the duality of structuration, is the case by Prins 

(2010). The case presented a consequence Prins did not anticipate while introducing 

cameras to a society that is not used to civilians with that technology. As a researcher from 

a western society, Prins expected the introduction of cameras would not cause problems. 

The structure she knows from the western society, where cameras are in use within the 

everyday life, did not match the structure of the small village. Therefore, by introducing the 

camera, she unknowingly initiated a change into the structure of the villagers. Without the 

knowledge of camera technologies within that society, she caused unanticipated and 

undesirable consequences to the participants. The introduction of the cameras for 

documentation with good intentions triggered suspicion among the society members (Prins, 

2010). As cameras had previously only been used by governmental officials to spy on the 

villagers, this change in the structure caused undesirable consequences. With time, the 

structure of these villagers could change into something resembling the western structure, 
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where cameras are not seen as spying technology. However, analyzing the western structure, 

Prins (2010) theorized cameras have become such a wide spread technology, that the 

undesirable consequences are not evident anymore. By having cameras in every person’s 

phone, introduces a problem where spying is easier than before. Since the structure has 

evolved into a state where cameras are not signs of suspicion anymore, every person can spy 

on whomever without much suspicion in places with a dense population (Prins, 2010). This 

raises a new undesirable consequence, where it is not clear anymore for which purpose the 

cameras are used anymore. The duality of the structure has allowed cameras to evolve into 

something, that is not perceived as suspicious anymore. 

The model does not specifically illustrate this phenomenon. Although, since structuration 

refers to time-space action, the lines connecting the variables can be interpreted as forms of 

this duality of structuration. When agents exercise their agency, and innovates within a 

technology presented as themes on the top, they change the first structure into a new state. 

The structuration, events bound into a time-space continuum, affect stakeholders and cause 

different consequences. The different limiting factors by Merton (1936) can cloud possible 

outcomes the agents therefore are unable to foresee, leading to the unanticipated (and 

undesirable) consequences stakeholders experience. Finally, the duality of structure 

explains the continuum, where one generation of consequences can lead to further 

consequences, when the structures change with the stakeholders adapting to the changes. 

4.4 Conclusion of the analysis 

The findings from the 26 cases, combined with Merton’s (1936) five limiting factors and 

Rogers (1983) generations of consequences, give the result of this research built into a model 

found in figure 3. This model is a summary of each of these three components, displayed 

visually as a descriptive network of consequences of technological innovation found in 

management research. To integrate the duality of structure into this model is too 

complicated. It is therefore not added into this model, but discussed in the previous chapter 

and the next, how duality of structure is present in innovation. 
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Figure 3  Expanded final model, a causal network between technologies, stakeholders, and consequences.
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5 DISCUSSION 

This discussion begins with a summary of the research in subchapter 5.1. Within the 

summary, interesting cases from the data are referenced that had either good findings or 

surprising aspects. In chapter 5.2, the model is discussed, how reliably it presents 

consequences in everyday business practices. In chapter 5.3, the contributions of this 

research are discussed with suggestions for further studies. This thesis finally concludes to 

my last thoughts in chapter 5.4. 

5.1 Summary of findings 

This study was set to find unanticipated and undesirable consequences of technological 

innovation within management research as the main objective of the research. Through the 

26 relevant empirical case studies that were found, several consequences were found. 

Though some of the researchers did not explicitly emphasize that the consequences they had 

found were unanticipated, the context revealed the nature of them as such. Some of the 

researchers preferred to state the consequences as plainly “negative consequences, -

outcomes or -effects” shying away from the uncertainty to declare the consequences as 

unanticipated. There are many possible reasons for this, one of which is the qualitative 

nature of some of the studies. When the researchers studied consequences of innovations 

through a quantitative research, they used the more specific description negative 

consequences as they primarily studied what consequences emerged through the 

innovations, not how they emerged. Many also use the expression “unintended 

consequences” though they have no indication of the agents having foreknowledge about the 

consequences. These authors seem to have decided, either knowingly or unknowingly, to use 

that expression which confirm what de Zwart (2015) concluded about the term. Only one 

researcher used the expression unanticipated consequences for outcomes, that agents 

introducing a technology did not foresee. This study, conducted by Esther Prins (2010), is 

the only research which was clear without the context. Therefore, it is possible to conclude 

that when researching this phenomenon, the context of other researchers’ or the 

participants’ thoughts is necessary to study more in depth. As de Zwart (2015) concluded 

about policy outcomes, ‘The standard meaning of “unintended consequences” today is 

unwelcome and unanticipated policy outcomes’, it can be broadened to the field of 

unanticipated outcomes research. 
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Within the themes of technologies, the most studied technology was Communication 

Technologies. This involved a technology that improved communication between employees 

or customers either through a mobile device, or through a computer. While these 

technologies have aided companies to become faster at delivering answers, and it has 

improved communication within the company, undesirable consequences still emerged. 

Most of the consequences within this theme were about stress and fatigue, which suggest 

these technologies has increased the workload of the employees. Evidence also suggested 

employees were not only working at the office, instead some have started working in other 

locations. Time has changed to not be as restrictive anymore as before. These technologies 

have enabled employees to be continuously connected, which has then caused problems for 

these employees, some of them severe. The communication technologies are, to an extent, 

connected to teleworking technologies, as communication is important within teleworking. 

The consequences are similar between them as well. However, the technologies are different 

where teleworking requires much more than only communication. The communication 

technologies can also be used without teleworking abilities. The themes that were most 

surprising was Online Application Technology and Internet Blogging. Online application 

technology, showed consequences that could be described as ignorance. When companies 

ask for information they are not allowed to ask, it is not entirely attributed to that technology. 

Of course, if the technology is designed in a way where these questions are unavoidable, the 

technology is at fault. The technology is enabling the companies to more easily gather 

information they are not allowed to. Internet Blogging, a technology that did not have 

connections to management, rather the rules set by a government. The technology lead to 

undesirable consequences as the government, who initially introduced the internet into the 

country, did not anticipate that it will be used as a platform to anonymously discuss 

discrepancies with the government itself. This unfavorable behavior from the citizens lead 

to the government decreasing the speed for internet services to all the citizens in the country. 

A final interesting case was researched by Pollock et al. (2009). Through their research they 

found several unanticipated and undesirable consequences, when a traditional service is 

transitioned into an online platform service. The technology initially improved on the old, 

but new negative consequences emerged. Since the services now were handled globally, it 

was possible to handle requests faster and around the clock. However, through the limiting 

factors described earlier, the service did decline for some customers and increased work for 

the employees unnecessarily.   
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The stakeholders who were found to experience unanticipated and undesirable 

consequences were mostly expected stakeholders. The research boundaries put negative 

consequences to the agent, or to organizations as agents, outside of the scope which leave 

the rest of the stakeholders as possible victims of undesirable consequences. The most 

researched theme of stakeholders were the Employees. For them, every theme of 

consequences was supported (that could affect them) through both first-generation and 

through second- or later generation consequences. 15 of the 26 researches studied 

consequences to only employees or employees and other stakeholders. This is not surprising, 

as the cases were searched from management literature. A theme, which could be considered 

surprising, is Citizens. The technologies that were found to cause unanticipated and 

undesirable consequences to these stakeholders were either introduced by governments, or 

a technology, which is used by many citizens within a country. Organizations were therefore 

not directly involved in the unanticipated and undesirable consequences to the citizen 

stakeholders. 

The five themes of consequences are also what could be expected from undesirable 

consequences of technological innovation. What is more interesting, is that the 

environmental consequences that were found, were all either second generation 

consequences or later. No first-generation consequences affecting the environment 

negatively were found. Also, the technologies that contributed to these consequences were 

either of governmental, or information technology origin. The Information technology 

consequences were mostly tentative, other than innovation which directly changed food 

production (Jørgensen & Jørgensen, 2009). The same research concluded that agents 

innovating within the field would need policy input to more effectively avoid the negative 

consequences of environmental damage. This clearly indicate that agents are acting myopic 

by not considering consequences thoroughly. Another interesting point is that 

environmental consequences only emerged in two research papers, and mentioned in one 

which researched negative consequences of the increased awareness of the climate change 

debate. Research within management does not display technologies, that are causing 

negative consequences to the environment. A reason could be what Rogers (1983) found, 

that many negative consequences emerge when the innovation is widely diffused. The 

researches have either not been studied for a period that would capture these negative 

consequences, or been diffused into a wide area causing clear consequences to the 
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environment. It could also be due to the innovation bias Rogers (1983) suggested. 

Innovations are only considered innovations, if they are beneficial and not harmful. 

5.2 Discussion on the model 

What first should be noted about the conclusions in this model is, that in some of the cases 

the researchers might not originally have expressed the consequences to be unanticipated. 

However, by applying the limiting factors by Merton (1936) to the phenomenon researched 

in those studies, the consequences can result in unpurposive action. This applied mostly to 

the quantitative researches, which focused more on what can be found, not how the 

consequences manifested. When the original research explains unwanted consequences, it 

can be derived that the agents who initiated the innovation did not expect these 

consequences to emerge. If they did, that would be a whole other topic of research as the 

phenomenon would then consider morality of such actions. Therefore, when a consequence 

in this research is referenced, the agents of innovations are assumed to not have 

foreknowledge of the negative consequences. 

The discussion on the model will focus on two main findings of this research. First, a 

discussion on the findings of support for each of Merton’s (1936) limiting factors, and on the 

value of Giddens structuration in innovation research is had. Next, the fulfillment of the 

research purpose is considered.  

The data gathered on innovation cases showed support for each of Merton’s (1936) limiting 

factor of how unanticipated consequences can occur. Most of the consequences can be 

explained through lack of foreknowledge, but more specifically through other factors. Some 

of the consequences could emerge through multiple consequences, which suggest that 

consequences are not limited to a single limiting factor. The factor, self-defeating 

predictions, was only supported through one research, which however strongly suggested 

the it can change employee behavior. Valorinta (2009) researched system implementations, 

where the complexity of them scared the employees to such an extent, they believed less of 

their knowledge. Satisfaction of the employees deceased because of this reduction of 

confidence. The consequence needs more research to be more supported by theory. A reason 

this limiting factor has less support might be due to the longevity of such consequences 

requires to emerge. With short studies, deeper understandings of employees’ feelings of a 

system could assign the consequence to another category. Myopia, for example, could 

explain similar consequences if researchers would conclude problems emerge through a 
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scenario where agents myopically believe, that the more features a system has, the better the 

system becomes. The self-defeating prediction would emerge as a second- or later generation 

consequence through these first myopic actions. 

The model fulfills the purpose, that was set in chapter 1 of this research. It illustrates a causal 

network, that connect technologies which have had innovation where stakeholders have 

experienced unanticipated and undesirable consequences of these innovations to the 

affected stakeholder. The model further illustrates the type of consequences each 

stakeholder can experience, explained through the limiting factors by Merton (1936). Two 

research questions were asked in the first chapter, which served a basis for this research. 

The first of the two, ‘Who benefit from these innovations within the technologies, and who 

do not benefit from them?’, is answered partially by the model and the analysis. 

Stakeholders, are those who do not benefit from the innovations in most of the cases. Six 

types of stakeholders were found to experience these unanticipated and undesirable 

consequences. The first part of the research question, however, was not explicitly answered. 

In many of the cases, the stakeholders were gaining advantages, even though they 

experienced the negative consequences. In many cases the innovations were developed to 

aid the stakeholders, albeit to increase the effectiveness and profit for the businesses. The 

innovations were also 

To some degree the stakeholders’ behavior can change the outcomes at times, and other 

assume zero flexibility of the structure, where what is changed cannot be changed again. 

Giddens (1984) structuration theory, however, suggest the contrary. Therefore, the 

differences between Merton (1936) and Giddens is evident through this research. While 

Merton would say a consequence is unanticipated and undesirable, Giddens would not be as 

hesitant. While a consequence might seem undesirable at first, it can change into something 

desirable when the concept becomes clearer. Since most of the research cases were either 

short term studies, or quantitative, the consequences might have been declared undesirable 

too fast. For example, the conclusion by Valorinta (2009), when a self-defeating prediction 

is made, it can change the mood of the stakeholders temporarily. But, when the system 

develops and is used more, it can be discovered that the system solved many problems an 

earlier had and the employees learned new skills through the experience. The first 

consequence is indeed undesirable, but later developments are not defined by the first. The 

structure has a duality, where it constantly evolves and changes into something new. 
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Nevertheless, the unanticipated and undesirable consequences are important to understand. 

If they are not corrected and addressed, it can grow into an even bigger problem. 

The second research question, ‘What are the negative consequences?’, was answered by this 

research. The model presents the themes of consequences, that stakeholders have 

experienced through innovative behavior in technology. Specific consequences each 

stakeholder can experience, were gathered in subchapter 4.3.2. This research does not claim 

to represent absolute knowledge, as already stated in the beginning of this subchapter, 

rather a conclusion of the findings that were found through the analysis of cases. Further 

research is needed to confirm the connections, to which degree they are supported by data.  

The two stakeholders, applicants and entrepreneurs are not as strongly supported as the 

other stakeholders, which reduces the reliability of this model. They were however included, 

to present a thorough picture of consequences that have been found. As the model is only a 

conclusion of this research, and not a compelling evidence for each of the causal connections, 

it is not as important to conclude with a reliable model. This exploratory research is a 

guideline for future research. 

5.3 Contributions and suggestions for further research 

This thesis contributes to science with the model created in chapter 4. The causal network 

model presents technologies, that have caused unanticipated and undesirable consequences 

to stakeholders of the technologies, and it differentiates which limiting factor produce which 

types of consequences. It can therefore be used by both future research to identify 

technologies and stakeholders to study for a deeper understanding of these negative 

consequences, and as a guideline in organizations to identify potential areas of focus while 

reducing negative outcomes. This model is important within management even though it 

only presents technological innovations. As technology becomes more and more important 

within the everyday lives, it is critical to gain a better understanding of these concepts. 

The focus in current research has been on innovation itself, where the innovation is 

considered a solution to problems rather than the cause of problems (Godin, 2013). 

Research has also become more compartmentalized, where focus is on the inward interests 

of two major disciplines, management and economics (Shafique, 2013). Both explain the 

scarce research on other stakeholders than employees and customers, which were the most 

supported within this research as well. As with the two researches, so have I found that 
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research is not focusing on unanticipated and undesirable consequences. Of the total sample 

of articles, only 0.36% were relevant to this study considering unanticipated and undesirable 

consequences. The same trend is still present as both Rogers (1983) with his finding of 0.2% 

of research considering consequences of innovation, and Sveiby, Gripenberg and 

Segercrantz (2012) with the finding of only 0.1% of research considering negative 

consequences of innovation. The pro-innovation bias still seems to be present within 

management research. 

McAulay (2007) concluded in her study, that Merton’s (1936) framework can be used to 

explain features associated with the implementation of computer-mediated 

communications. Through this research, I have expanded the usage to every technology, that 

is related to management research. The limiting factors, and Giddens (1984) structuration 

theory, can explain the process of consequences of innovations. Future research could 

elaborate on this model studying the structuration of the innovation process, something that 

I was unable to do due to the difficulty of including the broad spectrum of cases. By initiating 

a longitudinal study researching the process from the beginning, Giddens structuration can 

help researchers better understand the entire process. This continuation is something my 

model only integrates in a limited way. 

As I already mentioned in the methods chapter, this research should be considered as a first 

part of a bigger research. The model shows themes to study, and stakeholders to consider, 

while searching for a suitable technology to study more in depth. While 26 cases were 

enough for the level of this thesis, the more cases research can utilize, the more valid the 

conclusion becomes. There is of course the problem of diminishing gains and the difficulty 

of fitting many cases within one framework. However, with more research these findings can 

be confirmed. Longitudinal studies on impactful innovations is needed. The communication 

technology innovations were found to have many desirable, but also unanticipated and 

undesirable, consequences. Some of the negative consequences were threatening to the 

health of employees. Consequences to the environment should be studied more. Few 

findings had consequences that affected the environment negatively, I however think that 

there is more than this study has found. 
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5.4 Conclusions 

The meaning of this thesis is not to discredit innovation as an important driver of 

improvement. On the contrary, it is supposed to deepen the knowledge of the concept and 

the phenomenon to further improve new innovations. Innovation is still an important aspect 

of development, what needs to be cleared is the usage of the word and concept. Innovation, 

is everything new introduced into a group or an instance. This innovation can bring both 

good and bad consequences, and still be called an innovation. Through less favorable 

experiences it is possible to learn and improve even more. Something that should not be 

done is to try to hide mishaps and err, instead, it should be studied and understood which is 

an indication of learning. This applies to organizations, the government and individuals 

equally. As de Zwart (2015) concluded, decision makers should not mask something as 

unintended if it is undesirable. By recognizing the error, it can be improved and built upon. 

The innovation bias introduced by Rogers (1983) should be addressed.  
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6 SVENSK SAMMANFATTNING 

Under det senaste århundradet har innovation utforskats brett. Då det talas om innovation, 

är det främst nya uppfinningar och utveckling som leder till någonting gott. Innovation har 

blivit en trend där företagsledare, konsulter och andra med möjligheter att påverka drar sig 

till ordet och fenomenet. Muller, Välikangas och Merlyn (2005) påpekar att innovation är 

ett mycket relevant fenomen i dagens samhälle och att det borde implementeras som en av 

grund funktionerna i företagen för att klara sig till framtiden.  Därför kan det låta underligt 

att innovation skulle kunna vara någonting dåligt. 

Då det i finska medier skrivits om missnöje med innovationer (Jokinen, 2015) verkar det 

motstridande mot vad befattningen inom forskning är om dem. Är det inte någonting som 

förbättrar på det tidigare, ger inte innovationer nya möjligheter för framtiden? Edward 

Tenner (1997) har forskat mer inom området ur det sociologiska perspektivet och kommit 

fram till flera situationer där innovation lett till negativa konsekvenser. Inom teknologi 

existerar det även farliga konsekvenser, framkommer det ur Tenners (1997) undersökningar 

i hans bok. Även tidigare forskning har lyft fram och försökt förklara negativa konsekvenser. 

Everett M. Rogers (1983) förklarade sådana konsekvenser genom hans undersökning i 

utspridning av innovation. Oförväntade konsekvenser som leder till positiva utkomster för 

alla intressenter är förstås inte något problem i sig. Däremot är oförväntade konsekvenser 

som leder till negativa utkomster till vilken intressent som helst mer problematiskt. 

Därför är det underligt att forskning har överväldigande gjorts på de goda sidorna av 

innovation. Rogers (1983) kom i sina studier fram till att endast 0,2 % av forskning har 

beaktat konsekvenser av innovation. Sveiby, Gripenberg och Segercrantz (2012, s.61) hittade 

ett liknande samband i deras forskning, där 0,1 % av artiklar beaktat också negativa 

konsekvenser av innovation. Då forskningsområdet växer, och då de negativa 

konsekvenserna är så gott som förbigångna, är det på tiden att forskning börjar beakta de 

här konsekvenserna mer noggrant.  

Syfte och forskningsfråga 

Målet med denna avhandling är att definiera vad oförväntade och oönskade konsekvenser 

av teknologi inom företagsledningsforskning är och att ta reda på hur innovationer inom 

dessa teknologier påverkar intressenter negativt. Målet ger följande forskningsfrågor;  
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1. Vem drar nytta av innovation(er) inom teknologierna och vem är de som inte gör 

det? 

2. Vad är det för negativa konsekvenser som uppstår intressenterna? 

Då forskning i detta område har varit knapp, kommer denna avhandling att utvidga 

kunskapen inom innovationsforskningen. Därför är syftet med avhandlingen att skapa en 

deskriptiv modell för att kategorisera oförutsedda och oförväntade effekter och 

konsekvenser för intressenter av teknologi. 

Definitioner 

Tre viktiga begrepp för avhandlingens ändamål definieras härnäst. Dessa är: innovation, 

oförväntade konsekvenser och oönskade konsekvenser. 

Innovation kan definieras på flera olika sätt beroende på synvinkel. Rogers definierar 

fenomenet ur iakttagarens synvinkel. ”En innovation är en idé, praktik, eller ett objekt som 

iakttas som någonting nytt av en individ eller annan form av instans.” (Rogers, 1983, s.11). 

Innovation ur denna synvinkel är därmed allting nytt för en individ, även om det kunde 

anses som kopiering ur någonting liknande. En annan synvinkel tar i beaktan originalitet 

där innovation är endast någonting som introduceras för första gången, allting annat är 

imitation. Benoît Godin (2013) kom fram till att forskning utskiljer en kontrast mellan 

innovation och imitation. Den här synvinkeln tar tid i beaktan då endast första 

introduktionen kallas innovation. För den här avhandlingen är det mer ändamålsenligt att 

adoptera den första definitionen, definitionen av Rogers, då den inte bortsluter en del av 

fenomenet. Dock kommer metoden att söka artiklar genom sökord, vilket lämnar en del av 

uppgiften att definiera det nya till författaren av artiklarna. 

Oförväntade konsekvenser är konsekvenser en agent inte har förutsett av en utförd 

handling. Konceptet är ursprungligen utformat av Robert K. Merton (1936) i hans artikel 

Unanticipated Consequences of Purposive Social Action. Merton menar att begreppet i sig 

inte behöver definieras klarare, då den i någon mån är ”självförklarande”, men påpekar att 

oförväntade konsekvenser inte nödvändigtvis skall identifieras som oönskade. Oförväntade 

konsekvenser kan därför vara antingen önskade eller oönskade. 

Oönskade konsekvenser är konsekvenser som är oförmånliga för agenten, intressenten eller 

båda. I forskning och i allmänheten har begreppet ”oavsiktliga konsekvenser” använts i 
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samma betydelse som ”oönskade konsekvenser” (de Zwart, 2015). I denna avhandling 

kommer begreppet oförväntade och oönskade konsekvenser att användas för att beskriva 

konsekvenser som är oförutsedda av agenten och oförmånliga för intressenter. 

Begränsningar 

Avhandlingen begränsar sig till artiklar som behandlar konsekvenser till följd av teknologisk 

innovation. Endast artiklar som är publicerade inom företagslednings och administrations 

journaler kommer att studeras. Av intresse är oavsiktliga och oönskade konsekvenser mot 

andra än agenten själv, inte konsekvenser för agenten av innovationen.  

Fallstudier där oförväntade och oönskade konsekvenser leder till efterträdande positiva 

konsekvenser, något bland annat Tenner (1997) fann i hans undersökningar, faller utanför 

ramen för denna studie. Fallstudier som studerar flera generationer av konsekvenser, där 

någon av generationerna behandlar oförväntade och oönskade konsekvenser, kommer dock 

att beaktas. De positiva konsekvenserna lämnas då ur analysen. 

Begränsningar diskuteras mer djupgående i kapitlet om metoder då denna avhandling är 

den del av ett större projekt inom innovationsforskning. I sin korthet kommer endast 

artiklar som hittas i databasen Web of Science publicerade mellan åren 2009 och 2015 

kommer att studeras. 

 

Teoretisk referensram 

För att studera fenomenet oförväntade och oönskade konsekvenser av teknologi, kommer 

följande kapitel att studera de sociologiska teoretikerna Merton och Giddens teorier. 

Teorierna ger en grund för hur det är möjligt att förstå samhället och konsekvenser av 

handlingar inom dem. Merton (1936) studerar fenomenet ur olika händelser och personers 

reaktioner till dessa händelser. Genom dem förklarar han oförväntade och oönskade 

konsekvenser till händelserna. Giddens (1984) teori om struktur förklarar sociala händelser 

genom en modell han byggt upp. Spiegel (2004) förklarar Giddens teori som ett försök att 

förklara sociala händelser organiserat kring utrymme och tid. Före teorierna granskas, 

studeras hur fenomenet kan klassificeras genom Rogers (1983, s.379) studie. Därefter 

granskas de två sociologiska teorierna för att förstå vad oförväntade och oönskade 

konsekvenser är. Sedan följer en diskussion om själva begreppet oförväntade och oönskade 
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konsekvenser. De Zwart (2015) har poängterat problemet i litteratur där det i engelskan 

används ”Unanticipated” (oförväntade) och ”Unintended” (oavsiktligt) för samma ändamål, 

trots den stora skillnaden i de två orden. Kapitlet avslutas med en sammanfattande 

diskussion om den teoretiska referensramen för studien. 

Klassificering av olika konsekvenser 

Rogers (1983, s.378) föreslår det är bra att börja studera konsekvenser av innovation genom 

at klassificera dem. Han fann tre dimensioner av konsekvenser genom sin undersökning om 

innovationers diffusion. Dessa är; Önskade mot Oönskade, Direkta mot Indirekta, och 

Förväntade mot Oförväntade (Rogers, 1983, s. 380). Konsekvenser antar alltid ett värde ur 

var och en dimension. En konsekvens kan till exempel inte vara både önskad och oönskad 

på en och samma gång för en viss individ eller instans, konsekvensen är antingen önskad 

eller oönskad. Rogers (1983) poängterar dock att innovationer ofta har flera olika 

konsekvenser, vilka då har varierande värden. De olika konsekvenserna kan då vara i 

konflikt sinsemellan, till exempel en konsekvens kan vara önskad, medan en annan är 

oönskad. Oförväntade konsekvenser, noterar Rogers (1983, s.388), utspelas ofta först efter 

en längre tid då de spritts till ett större område. Han poängterar också att de oförväntade 

konsekvenserna ibland inte kommer till aktörens kännedom, vilket kan leda till problem. 

De sociologiska teorierna 

Giddens teori om struktur (1984) försöker förklara människors handlingar genom en modell 

om tänkandet. Då teorin är bundet i rum och tid är enstaka händelser möjliga att studeras 

och efterföljas till en aktör som gör förändringen. Giddens ser då mänskliga sociala 

händelser som rekursiva uttryck av aktörer (Spiegel, 2004, s.121). Giddens teori innehåller 

följande element; agenter, agenturer och makt, struktur och strukturering, strukturens 

dualitet, och former av institution (Giddens, 1984). De viktigaste för denna avhandling är 

agenter, agenturer, struktur och strukturering och strukturens dualitet. Agenter är de som 

skapar förändring och Giddens (1984, s.5) menar att dessa hela tiden övervakar händelserna 

som berör förändringen samt förväntar sig att andra gör det samma. Agentur är någonting 

som är gjort, både förväntat och oförväntat (Giddens, 1984, s.9). Agenter är därmed de som 

skapar förändring, eller innovationer inom teknologi, och agentur är händelsen som 

behandlar det agentens ageranden. För avhandlingen är de oförväntade negativa 

konsekvenserna av intresse där agenterna skapat förändring där agenturen ger upphov till 
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negativa konsekvenser. Med struktur och strukturering menar Giddens (1984, s.17) 

uppbyggda principer samhället byggt upp. Struktur är byggstenar av regler och medel med 

vilka agenter gör handlingar. Strukturens dualitet är grundidén med Giddens teori. Dualitet 

menar att strukturen som är uppbyggd i agenternas medvetande kan förändras genom 

individens inverkan (Giddens, 1984, s.26–27). Sewell JR (1992) påpekar att andra teorier 

om struktur har det svårt att behandla förändring, då Giddens teori behandlar förändring 

som någonting nödvändigt.  

Mertons (1936) teori om oförväntade och oönskade konsekvenser går ut på fem krafter vilka 

påverkar en aktörs möjligheter att förse oförväntade konsekvenser. Dessa är; brist på 

förkunskap, fel i bedömning, arrogant intresse, grundläggande värden, och offentliga 

förutsägelser. Den första, brist på förkunskap, behandlar problemet då aktören har en 

bristfällande förkunskap om vad denne skall förändra (Merton, 1936). Då aktörer förändrar 

på någonting utan att veta tillräckligt vad det har för konsekvenser kan det uppstå 

oförväntade konsekvenser. Den andra kraften, fel i bedömning, handlar om situationer då 

en aktör väntar sig något hända, men någonting oförväntat händer istället. Till exempel 

kockar som skär sig själv i fingret efter flera års erfarenhet i branschen. Det är en situation 

kocken inte förväntar sig hända då denne styckar någonting för att göra mat. McAulay 

(2007) föreslog ett bättre begrepp för fenomenet ”vana”. Begreppet kommer att användas 

också i denna avhandling. Den tredje kraften, arrogant intresse, befattar situationer då 

aktörerna endast är intresserade om de direkta konsekvenserna med förändringen, inte vad 

som möjligen följer därefter (Merton, 1936). Här är aktören inte intresserad av följderna för 

någonting utan endast om de konsekvenser som gynnar aktören vilket kan ge upphov till 

negativa konsekvenser. Också till denna konsekvens har McAulay (2007) förslagit en annan 

term ”myopi”, vilken kommer att användas i denna avhandling. Den fjärde effekten, 

grundläggande värden, liknar något den föregående effekten då aktören endast är 

intresserad om konsekvenser som hör till dennes värden, övriga konsekvenser beaktar 

aktören inte (Merton, 1936). I en sådan situation kan aktören enkelt tappa kontakten med 

verkligheten då endast de goda konsekvenserna som aktören värderar högt beaktas. Det 

sista fenomenet, offentliga förutsägelser, berör förutsägelser som gjorts offentligt där dessa 

förutsägelser slutligen kommer att påverka på händelser senare (Merton, 1936).  
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Skillnader mellan teorierna 

Den viktigaste skillnaden mellan de två teorierna är vad Giddens (1984) själv påpekar, det 

vill säga skillnaden i hur fenomenet granskas. Merton granskar fenomenet funktionellt, det 

vill säga förklarar irrationella konsekvenser genom att förklara dem oförväntade. Giddens 

(1984, s.12) menar att dessa irrationella konsekvenser inte kan förklaras rationella genom 

att se dem som oförväntade. En annan skillnad är att Merton (1936) menar att aktörer inte 

alltid vet varför de handlar på något sätt medan Giddens (1984) menar att agenten alltid har 

en förklaring till sina handlingar. Genom Giddens teori kan allting förklaras, också 

händelser där Merton menar att aktören inte kan det. Som exempel kan tas handlingar där 

aktörer handlar på basis av föraningar. Merton menar att denna handling inte kan förklaras 

medan Giddens fortfarande menar att agenten kan förklara handlingen.  

Oförväntat eller oavsiktligt? 

Som de Zwart (2015) påpekar har flera forskare använt de båda orden i samma mening, trots 

den stora skillnaden. Konsekvenser som är oavsiktliga behandlar konsekvenser en agent 

förutsätt, men någonting annat hände istället medan oförväntade konsekvenser är 

någonting som inte tänkts på i förväg. Giddens (1984, s.38) poängterade detta fel Merton 

och flera andra forskare använt. Medan artiklarna läses genom kommer det noggrant 

avgöras vilken mening forskarna haft med orden. 
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Metodologi 

I följande kapitel kommer metoder med vilka ett svar kan hittas till forskningsfrågan 

definierad i kapitel 1 att behandlas. Patton (2002; 2015) berättar i sin bok om olika metoder 

att forska och ta beslut om dem. Olika metoder av antingen kvalitativ karaktär eller 

kvantitativ karaktär har sina styrkor och svagheter. Kapitlet beskriver den valda metoden 

för utförandet av denna avhandling. En deskription av analysen och studien för 

avhandlingen ges. Kapitlet avslutas med en diskussion om validiteten och kvaliteten för 

studien. 

Forskningsinriktning 

Då avhandlingen har som ändamål att studera bakgrunder till ett fenomen, kommer 

forskningsinriktningen att vara kvalitativ. Genom metoden som beskrivs i senare delar av 

detta kapitel, hittas fallstudier av tidigare forskning, som kommer att användas för att hitta 

bakgrunden till fenomenet oförväntade och oavsiktliga konsekvenser av teknologi. Då 

magistersavhandlingar har en mer begränsad tid, lägger det restriktioner på hur fenomenet 

kan undersökas. Patton (2015, s.64) förklarar dock att en kvalitativ forskning lämpar sig för 

studier som ämnar hitta mönster genom dataanalys. Ett pragmatiskt synsätt på forskning 

ger också bredare möjligheter för studieinriktningen (Creswell, 2014, s.10–11). Med hjälp av 

en pragmatisk syn på forskningsinriktningen, samt med en kvalitativ forskningsdesign, är 

det möjligt att hitta svar till forskningsfrågorna ställda i kapitel 1. 

Studiens design 

Fenomenet oavsiktliga och oförväntade konsekvenser av innovation är, som redan 

konstaterat, ett mycket litet studerat fenomen. Det finns endast ett litet antal 

undersökningar att stöda sig på för att komma fram till slutsatser. Då syftet med denna 

avhandling är att skapa en modell för att kategorisera dessa oavsiktliga och oförväntade 

konsekvenser ger Eisenhardt (1989) en lösning på metod att ta till väga. Hon forskar i 

området att bygga teorier ur case studier och beskriver en process i hur forskning av detta 

slag är till fördel för situationer där forskare skall tackla ett nytt område. Creswell (2014, 

s.187) håller med Eisenhardt om att kvalitativa studier lämpar sig för studier som ämnar 

studera processer, aktiviteter och händelser. Följande stycken beskriver den använda 

metoden i avhandlingen i detalj. 
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Första fasen av forskningen för avhandlingen går ut på empirisk undersökning av artiklar 

hittade i databasen Web of Science. Artiklarna söker jag ur databasen med ett sökord 

”Technolog*” ur ”Management”-journaler mellan åren 2009 och 2015. Ett mål på 25 artiklar 

är satt för att få tillräckligt med data för analysen, och för att det inte skall finnas för mycket 

material så att en djup analys är möjligt. Om målet nås före år 2015 avslutas sökningen vid 

det året, och om antalet funna artiklar ännu inte efter år 2015 nått 25 artiklar diskuteras 

metoden om med forskningens ledare. Gallringen av artiklarna sker genom en söksträng 

(UUCI 3.2.10) med flera Boolean sökord vilka är relevanta för studieområdet. Söksträngen 

är tillagd i avhandlingen som appendix 1. Genom att använda sökordet och söksträngen 

granskar jag först abstrakten för de matchade artiklarna för varje år skilt. Genom 

bedömningen av abstrakten väljer jag artiklar vilka verkar relevanta och sparar dem för en 

senare noggrannare analys.  

Avhandlingen är en del av ett större projekt om innovation ”The future of Innovation” på 

Hanken Svenska Handelshögskolan lett av Professor Karl-Erik Sveiby. Två andra 

avhandlingar skrivs samtidigt gällande Oavsiktliga och Oförväntade konsekvenser av 

innovation. Den första, skriven av Valter Sariola, söker artiklar med samma metod men 

använder sökordet ”Innovat*”. Den andra, skriven av Camilla Cedercreutz, använder samma 

metod och samma sökord som Sariola men söker artiklarna ur årtalen 2002 till 2009. Dessa 

avhandlingar kommer därför att skilja sig från denna avhandling till resultat och 

genomförandet. Avhandlingarna påverkade dessutom avgränsningen på denna avhandling 

för att undvika att författarna använder samma artiklar. Studien skiljer sig dessutom från 

studien gjort av Sveiby et al. (Sveiby et al., 2012) som sökte artiklar fram till 2009 ur EBSCO 

databasen. 

Studien har därmed samma karaktär som Eisenhardt (1989) beskriver då artiklarna söks ur 

ett sampel som hittas i databasen Web of Science. Metoden för sampling är vad Patton (2015, 

s.268) kallar fullständig målprovtagning. För denna metod väljs hela samplet som tillhör de 

specificerade kriterierna, i detta fall alla artiklar som nämner negativa konsekvenser för 

intressenter. Eisenhardt (1989) definierar processen med val av case och poängterar att valet 

av population skiljer sig från liknande forskningstypen hypotestest. Då populationsvalet är 

mycket viktigt vid hypotestest är det mindre viktigt vid fallstudier eftersom fallen väljs 

främst för teoretisk sampling. Samplet för avhandlingen är valt, som tidigare konstaterat, 

för att utvidga funna artiklar i området oavsiktliga och oförväntade konsekvenser av 
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innovation och för att skilja på forskningar som utförs samtidigt. Miles och Huberman 

(1994, s.30) påpekar också att kvalitativ forskning oftast väljer målmedveten sampling för 

att enklare förbigå samlande av onödigt data. 

Andra fasen av forskningen går ut på analys av de funna artiklarna. Då jag läser artiklarna, 

samlar jag relevant data i en tabell. Datat jag sparar består av följande variabler; typen av 

teknologi, är innovationen inom den privata eller den offentliga sektorn, vilken 

forskningsmetod användes, fynden i artiklarna, vem förändringsagenten är, vem är 

intressenter, och om förändringen är heltäckande eller inte. Med hjälp av informationen gör 

jag upp modellen för syftet för forskningen. I den slutliga modellen inbäddas också 

förklaringar för de negativa konsekvenserna med hjälp av den teoretiska referensramen. 

Modelltypen som jag kommer att skapa är vad Miles och Huberman (1994, s.222) kallar 

orsaksmässiga modeller. En sådan modell beskriver nätverk av variabler med 

orsaksmässiga samband ur flera fallstudieanalyser. Patton (2014, s.541) skriver också att 

genom kvalitativ dataanalys är det möjligt att hitta mönster och teman.  

Pålitlighet, validitet och avbildning 

Följande stycke börjar med att gå genom studiens pålitlighet, det vill säga hur studien 

förhåller sig till det som är sant och vad som påverkar på hur studien kan bli förvrängd. 

Därefter följer en diskussion om möjligheter för avbildning för studien. Avslutningsvis 

granskas studiens validitet, det vill säga hur bra studien förhåller sig till det som studeras. 

För att denna avhandling skall vara så pålitlig som möjligt sätts extra försiktighet i 

granskandet av abstrakten vid genomgången av artiklarna i databasen. Verkar artikeln 

något relevant, sparas artikeln och granskas senare av både författaren och av Karl-Erik 

Sveiby, ledaren av forskningsprojektet. Genom detta ökar pålitligheten för forskningen då 

flera personer granskar materialet för relevans. Detta är en form av triangulering som 

nämns i Eisenhardt (1989) och Creswell (2014) vilket ökar på pålitligheten då inte endast 

en syn på artiklarna påverkar valet, utan flera olika syner. Artiklar som sparats men senare 

inte används i den andra fasen, analysen, kommer att nämnas för att öka på 

transparensen. Då avhandlingen är av kvalitativ karaktär, läggs det mycket fokus på att 

hålla genomgången av materialet neutralt. Patton (2015) talar i sin bok om att kvalitativ 

forskning är mycket omdiskuterat, då karaktären är mycket subjektivt, är det enkelt att 

forskarens åsikter påverkar studien, vilket försämrar på studiens kvalitet. Därför säger 
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Patton att det är viktigt att vara så objektiv som möjligt genom att ta i beaktan detta under 

studien. Eftersom denna avhandling inte studerar fenomenet på nära håll, utan genom 

andra studier vilka dock är av hög kvalitet, är det endast min egen synpunkt som kan 

förvränga resultatet. Arbete läggs därför på att hålla analysen som det är skrivet i det 

ursprungliga materialet.  

Avbildning av forskningen i denna avhandling kommer inte att vara ett problem då 

metoden beskrivs noggrant i detta stycke. Söksträngen tillsätts som appendix A i slutet på 

avhandlingen vilket gör det möjligt för intresserade att upprepa forskningen och hitta 

samma material, så länge databasen Web of Science är upprätthållen. Då mycket fokus 

läggs på att säkerställa att allt relevant material som hittas från databasen tas med i 

analysen, kan upprepande forskning endast hitta ytterligare material om det sker misstag i 

sökningen. Det  

Validitet kommer inte att vara ett problem i denna studie. Då artiklarna är publicerade i 

expertgranskade journaler av hög kvalitet är materialet som kommer att användas inte 

något problem. Något som kunde göras är att också söka artiklar utanför databasen Web of 

Science för att öka på samplet. Dessutom kunde ytterligare forskning göras i form av 

intervjuer på personer som är berörda av fenomenet. Det är dock något som inte kommer 

att vara möjligt med tanke på tidsbristen för denna avhandling. På en längre studie skulle 

detta vara möjligt för att vidare öka på validiteten för forskning. 

Resultat 

Forskningen enligt metoden börjades med att gå genom artiklar som hittas genom metoden 

med en början från år 2009. Åren gicks genom i ordningsföljd fram tills målet på 25 artiklar 

nåddes. Genom artikelsamlingen hittades 26 artiklar mellan åren 2009–2013. Då målet på 

25 artiklar nåddes under år 2013 avslutades sökningen som metoden beskrev i det tidigare 

kapitlet. Artikelantalet per år uppgick till 4 artiklar år 2009, 5 artiklar år 2010, 6 artiklar år 

2011, 4 artiklar år 2012, och 7 artiklar år 2013. Tabellen nedan illustrerar resultatet av 

artikelsökningen. 
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Analysen slutfördes och resultatet samt modellen är presenterad i den engelska delen på 

sida 54. Bevis till alla effekter av Merton (1936) hittades till följd av innovation i en eller flera 

teknologier. Det hittades totalt nio teknologier i vilka innovation har förekommit som lett 

till oförväntade och oönskade konsekvenser. Intressenter som berördes av de negativa 

konsekvenserna uppgår till totalt sex grupper, varav gruppen ”arbetstagare” hade flest 

undersökningar som hittat negativa oförväntade konsekvenser. Konsekvenserna kunde 

grupperas till totalt fem grupper, varav fyra berör människor och en berör naturen. 

 

 

 

  

 

Technolog* Totala antalet artiklar Abstrakt efter filtrering Slutliga samplet av artiklar %

2009 1243 75 4 0,32 %

2010 1435 128 5 0,35 %

2011 1617 170 6 0,37 %

2012 1415 140 4 0,28 %

2013 1453 120 7 0,48 %

Total 7163 633 26 0,36 %
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APPENDIX 1  

SEARCH STRING (UUCI 3.2.10) 

(unanticipated   NEAR/10 effect* OR unanticipated   NEAR/10 "side effect" OR unanticipated   NEAR/10 "side 
effects" OR unanticipated   NEAR/10 result* OR unanticipated   NEAR/10 impact* OR unanticipated   NEAR/10 
consequence* OR unanticipated   NEAR/10 output* OR unanticipated   NEAR/10 externalit* OR 
unanticipated   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR (unexpected   NEAR/10 effect* OR unexpected   NEAR/10 "side effect" 
OR unexpected   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR unexpected   NEAR/10 result* OR unexpected   NEAR/10 impact* 
OR unexpected   NEAR/10 consequence* OR unexpected   NEAR/10 output* OR unexpected   NEAR/10 
externalit* OR unexpected   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR (unforeseen   NEAR/10 effect* OR unforeseen   NEAR/10 
"side effect" OR unforeseen   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR unforeseen   NEAR/10 result* OR unforeseen   NEAR/10 
impact* OR unforeseen   NEAR/10 consequence* OR unforeseen   NEAR/10 output* OR unforeseen   NEAR/10 
externalit* OR unforeseen   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR (surprising   NEAR/10 effect* OR surprising   NEAR/10 
"side effect" OR surprising   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR surprising   NEAR/10 result* OR surprising   NEAR/10 
impact* OR surprising   NEAR/10 consequence* OR surprising   NEAR/10 output* OR surprising   NEAR/10 
externalit* OR surprising   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR (unintended   NEAR/10 effect* OR unintended   NEAR/10 
"side effect" OR unintended   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR unintended   NEAR/10 result* OR 
unintended   NEAR/10 impact* OR unintended   NEAR/10 consequence* OR unintended   NEAR/10 output* 
OR unintended   NEAR/10 externalit* OR unintended   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR (indirect   NEAR/10 effect* OR 
indirect   NEAR/10 "side effect" OR indirect   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR indirect   NEAR/10 result* OR 
indirect   NEAR/10 impact* OR indirect   NEAR/10 consequence* OR indirect   NEAR/10 output* OR 
indirect   NEAR/10 externalit* OR indirect   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR (negative   NEAR/10 effect* OR 
negative   NEAR/10 "side effect" OR negative   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR negative   NEAR/10 result* OR 
negative   NEAR/10 impact* OR negative   NEAR/10 consequence* OR negative   NEAR/10 output* OR 
negative   NEAR/10 externalit* OR negative   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR (undesirable   NEAR/10 effect* OR 
undesirable   NEAR/10 "side effect" OR undesirable   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR undesirable   NEAR/10 result* 
OR undesirable   NEAR/10 impact* OR undesirable   NEAR/10 consequence* OR undesirable   NEAR/10 
output* OR undesirable   NEAR/10 externalit* OR undesirable   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR (ecological   NEAR/10 
effect* OR ecological   NEAR/10 "side effect" OR ecological   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR ecological   NEAR/10 
result* OR ecological   NEAR/10 impact* OR ecological   NEAR/10 consequence* OR ecological   NEAR/10 
output* OR ecological   NEAR/10 externalit* OR ecological   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR (environmental   NEAR/10 
effect* OR environmental   NEAR/10 "side effect" OR environmental   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR 
environmental   NEAR/10 result* OR environmental   NEAR/10 impact* OR environmental   NEAR/10 
consequence* OR environmental   NEAR/10 output* OR environmental   NEAR/10 externalit* OR 
environmental   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR (harmful   NEAR/10 effect* OR harmful   NEAR/10 "side effect" OR 
harmful   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR harmful   NEAR/10 result* OR harmful   NEAR/10 impact* OR 
harmful   NEAR/10 consequence* OR harmful   NEAR/10 output* OR harmful   NEAR/10 externalit* OR 
harmful   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR (unwanted   NEAR/10 effect* OR unwanted   NEAR/10 "side effect" OR 
unwanted   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR unwanted   NEAR/10 result* OR unwanted   NEAR/10 impact* OR 
unwanted   NEAR/10 consequence* OR unwanted   NEAR/10 output* OR unwanted   NEAR/10 externalit* OR 
unwanted   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR (dangerous   NEAR/10 effect* OR dangerous   NEAR/10 "side effect" OR 
dangerous   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR dangerous   NEAR/10 result* OR dangerous   NEAR/10 impact* OR 
dangerous   NEAR/10 consequence* OR dangerous   NEAR/10 output* OR dangerous   NEAR/10 externalit* OR 
dangerous   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR (destructive   NEAR/10 effect* OR destructive   NEAR/10 "side effect" OR 
destructive   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR destructive   NEAR/10 result* OR destructive   NEAR/10 impact* OR 
destructive   NEAR/10 consequence* OR destructive   NEAR/10 output* OR destructive   NEAR/10 externalit* 
OR destructive   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR (polluting   NEAR/10 effect* OR polluting   NEAR/10 "side effect" OR 
polluting   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR polluting   NEAR/10 result* OR polluting   NEAR/10 impact* OR 
polluting   NEAR/10 consequence* OR polluting   NEAR/10 output* OR polluting   NEAR/10 externalit* OR 
polluting   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR (adverse   NEAR/10 effect* OR adverse   NEAR/10 "side effect" OR 
adverse   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR adverse   NEAR/10 result* OR adverse   NEAR/10 impact* OR 
adverse   NEAR/10 consequence* OR adverse   NEAR/10 output* OR adverse   NEAR/10 externalit* OR 
adverse   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR (social   NEAR/10 effect* OR social   NEAR/10 "side effect" OR 
social   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR social   NEAR/10 result* OR social   NEAR/10 impact* OR social   NEAR/10 
consequence* OR social   NEAR/10 output* OR social   NEAR/10 externalit* OR social   NEAR/10 pollutant) OR 
(systemic   NEAR/10 effect* OR systemic   NEAR/10 "side effect" OR systemic   NEAR/10 "side effects" OR 
systemic   NEAR/10 result* OR systemic   NEAR/10 impact* OR systemic   NEAR/10 consequence* OR 
systemic   NEAR/10 output* OR systemic   NEAR/10 externalit* OR systemic   NEAR/10 pollutant) 


